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"We will not permit an Bobbye Herrin, Mrs. Joanna Lodge. He and his wife, the Robert D. Newcomb-Business;
people into the city make the
Can you help me? They say, "practice makes perfect,"
ormer
Sykes,
Elizabeth
John
Jones,
Olga
Mrs.
Erwin,
were
innocent
man to be convicted or
Mrs. Beth H. Nicholastown grow.
but I don't get a chance to practice because after I kiss a girl
rried
Freeman,
November
Mrs.
Carolyn
29,
Boggess,
1943. His
a guilty man to be freed
English, Mrs. Nancy G. Pageonce she doesn't want to kiss me again.
because we decline to subpoena Mrs. Margarette Winchester, .rents were the late D. S. and Instrumental Music, Miss Jerry
WANTS TO LEARN
The Shrine golf tournament last
a newsman who had informa- Mrs. Ellen Bean, and Mrs. Dixie oily Wall Hendrick.
Sue Pritchett-English, Mrs. (Continued From Pogo 1)
year had 60 entries, this year 103
Hopkins.
tion vital to the case."
DEAR WANTS: Most people learn how to kiss without
Survivors include his wife, Betty C. Scott-Art, Jerry
Next
year bids to be a banner
,Secretaries-Mrs. Brenda
will be loaded aboard an ol
lessons, but you may need a few. You can't learn to kiss
Mrs. Hendrick, two sons, Jimmy Shelton-Biology and Coach,
year with greater participation
Starks,
disposal
for
hull
ship
in
Lorene
Almo;
th
Miss
CUZCO,
Peru
and
kiss.
-Juan Loo, a
alone-you'll need a girl, so find one you'd like to
and Kerry Hendrick, and Phillip
Shelton-Instrumental Atlantic.
than ever.
student pilot and the lone Falwell, High School; Mrs. Pat grandson, Gregory Hendrick, all Music, Mrs. Martha
kiss her at the appropriate time. If she complains, ask her
Shirleysurvivor of a Peruvian airliner Hutsson, Hazel; Miss Christelle of Murray Route Five; sister, English, Miss Lorene Swarm- The Anniston train looped far
what was wrong with the kiss. [There are a variety of
crash which killed 101, saying Palmer, Kirkser Mrs. Jimmie Mrs. Hugh (Lottie) Hurt of 601 Math, Bobby J. Toon-Health to the south to avoid passing
"bum" kisses. Too "wet," too dry, too hard, ma hard ewe,"
,
Atlanta, and th Some day we've got to take up
the pilot should not be held Stubblefield, New Concord; Mrs. Vine Street, Murray; niece, Mrs P.E., Coach, Mrs. Betty Ann through
too passionate. not passionate enough, too prolonged, ts•
golf ourselves.
Helen
Richmond train also detour
Doron, Lynn Grove; Mrs.
responsible:
brief.) If the girt likes you, she weal mind giving you a few
James E. Poole of Fort Rucker Wagar-Special Education, Miss
Glenna
Harris,
around
Faxon.
poi:ablation
big
the
-He
did
all
humanly
possible,
pointers to improve your technique. If she doesn't Like you
Ala.; nephew, Thomas Hurt of Phyllis Yewell-English and
Lunch Room Personnel-Mrs.
centers of Greensboro, Winston They had us and Bill Moffett
I the plane lost altitude
Sulphur, La.
that much-Find another girl.
Spanish.
Moline
Shrader,
Salem, and Charlotte, NC working at the scoreboard and we
Mrs. Mary Lee,
because of the fire consuming
Charlotte is the largest city i never would have made it without
1Hazel; Mrs. Charlene Melvin,
one of the motors."
AUSTIN ELEMENTARY
DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who is constantly asking
the help of Pete and Frances
Mrs. Debris Boggess, Mrs.
the Carolinas.
Willie F. Jackson-Principal, Crowds
whomever he happens to be with to "lend" him a couple of
turned out all 'alon Hulse. Both are good golfers and
CHICAGO -Negro leader Dorothy Montgomery, Kirksey;
Mrs. Billie Faye Price-lst
dollaral qr.& "five." His excuse is that he has to cash a
,Mrs. 1YR Fdw.erls, Mr. Derethy
the rotet: of the !we trains know quite a lot about the game
J=---• L.
de, Nth. Bonnie Crouch-2nd
Check, aiidlieilasn't anything less than a.twenty or a fifty on
and procedure. They worked like
(Continued
McClure,
apparently satisfied by
Mrs.
Ernestine
From
NorPain
I)
for the susPetuston of
Grade, Mrs. Mary Ann Carterhim No one doubts him, either, as this man is very
Army's assurances that th Trojans ail day long -Saturday;
director J. Edgar Hoover for man, Mrs. Rudy Treas, Mrs. Americans and wounded 345
Grade,Mrs. Louise Overby.
well4o4o. {He also never picks up a check when he is by far
gedly attempting -ro "White •Gertrude- Whitc.,-CattoWar- Mrs-.- -1- has since-been manned by 4th Grade, Mrs. Margaret chances of an accident ar just to help out. And they did, andthe one in the crowd who is best able to treat everybody, but
we appreciated it.
"nil." mail" Dr. Martin Luther King Ernestine Hargis, Mrs. Mildred South Vietnamese artillerymen. Franklin-5t
h Grade, Mrs.
that's another problem.]
Brandon, Mrs. Sue Brittian, Mrs. The North Vietnamese were
Jr. with wiretap tapes:
Lochie Christopher--6th Grade,
Carinval Atmosphere
Abby, this man never makes an effort to repay any of
If you think this sort of thing is
"Mr. Hoover has stooped to Kathryn Cleaver, Al; Mrs. estimated to have more than Mrs. Thelma Warford-Spe
cial The 24-car Richmond trai fun, work a tournament some
these "emergency" loans, and I for one am fed up with it.
the lowest rungs of viciousness Janice Adams, 10. Jane 100 Mortars in the attack Education,
Miss Anna Elizabeth was greeted by waving crow time. It is pure hard work.
Now why would a paan who is worth a fortune want to
and
maliciousness
in
his Morton, Mrs. Jean Barger, Lynn against O'Reilly.
Broach-Phy
s. Fitness, Mrs. as it crawled through the coa Rewarding, however, with all the
chisel in this manner? And if you can think of a good way to
underhanded dissemination of Grove; Mrs. Evelyn, Burkeen,
Battle Kills 3 GIs
Jean Geurin-Art, Mrs. Joan country of Kentucky, Virgini compliments from the parFED UP
get my money back, I'd appreciate it.
information regarding a de- Mrs. Mildred Geurin, Mrs. Field reports said three Wilson-Librar
ian, Mrs. and Tennessee under overcas ticipants on how well they were
ceased man, Dr. Martin Luther Estelle Duncan, Faxon: Mrs. troopers of the 25th Infantry Margaret Porter-Voca
DEAR FED: Don't look for any deep psychological
l Music. skies Monday. Soldiers riding received by Murray people.
Willadean Kirks, Mrs. Opiwlia Division were killed and six
King Jr.
reasons for your friend's behavior. He's just cheap. And the
'pilot train in front of the diesel
Geurin, Mrs. Murial Wrifht, New wounded in a four-hour battle
best way I know to get something one has coming to him is
CARTER ELEMENTARY
engine waved to spectators wi
Concor.
Army safety procedures at
with Communist troops Monday Dennis Taylor-Principal,
to ask for ft.
the V-finger "peace" sign.
Bus drivers--Mrs. Orlene 40 miles northwest of
Anniston.
Saigon. It Mrs. Shirley Toon-lst Grade, Several
hundred
persons were The train went to
Winchester, Altie GarriVh. Mrs. was the biggest action
Macon, a
of the Mrs. Georgia B. Wear-lst on hand
DEAR ABBY. When a girl asks a boy to a "girl-ask-boy"
when the train passed city of 100,000-plus,
Rachel Headon, Mi. Shirley day in Vietnam.
to bypass
Grade,
Mrs.
Willie Waldrop through Macon, where Mayor
party, is the girl supposed to provide the transportation? We
,
Raspberry,
Mrs.
Verlene
Marr, Two other Americans were Gilliarn7-1st
metropolitan Atlanta, an area
mins VOW 41111 maralleW
411ftww, um,
gas %dam. us Mani ma war
Grade, Mrs.
I toe aiwanvien,Mem !wow*?13413rindlled
fionni• Thornpoon teat weak of 1.3 million.
and two wounded when Emis-2nd Grade, Ml's. H
parents will have to take us and call for tn. But whose
Concord;
had
threatneed
Mrs.
to
Mavis
barricade
the
NEW YORK UPI i -Stocks
'Murdock, their truck hit a mine in Binh Bennett-2nd Grade,
parents?
UNDER AGE IN WATERLOO
Mr tracks to stop the train. A surging crowd delayed the
Mrs. Faynell Kelso, Mrs. Freda
opened lower in moderate Armstrong,
train for several minutes at
Duong province northwest of Maxine Ryan-3rd Grade, Mrs.
Thompson later withdrew his
Mrs. Jean Sheridan, Saigon
trading today.
DEAR UNDER AGE: When a girl asks a boy to a party,
Monday.
Judith A. Baucum-3rd Grade, objections after inspecting Norton, Va
Analysts generally expect! Ernest Kelso, Alfred Murdock, The U.S.
she's asking him to "escort" her only. The "escort" should
Small Town Excitement
command
anMrs. Linda Stockton-4th Grade,
Lynn
Grove;
Mrs.
Doris Boggess nounced
activity to continue light,
provide the transportation. II far some reason, he can't
"People just wanted to see
today
that
two
U.t.
Modelle
Mrs.
,Outland-4th
Fuqua
Hopkins, Lee Herndon,
barring significant news devemanage it. the girl's parents are next in line.
Marine Air Wing units totaling Grade, Mrs. Laurine Andrus-5th work with elementary physical what it looked like," explained
lopments and in the absence of Mrs. Wanda Willoughby, Ira 615 men,
Elementary Patrolman James Sturgill.
Heaciquarters and Grade, Mrs. Linda Sue Emer- fitness at the Carter
strong influence, expect the Greer, Morris Dunn, I.Chester Maintenance
Geurin will teach art "Some people down there never
School,
Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: May I air my gripe in your column? The
Squadron No. 17 son-5th Grade, Mrs. Peggy
path of least resistance to be Dunn, Faxon;
and Wing Equipment Repair Wilson-6th Grade, Mrs. Opal in the Carter and Robertson.had seen a train before
offenders probably don't even know they are guilty, and it
Boyce McClard. Aryin Hill,
downward.
Elementary Schools, Mrs. although I guess a million
might wake them up.
of
Charlie Adams, Willard Duncan, Squadron No. 17, will leave for Howard-6th Grade, Mrs. Ruth Bowker will teach vocal music
Shortly
after
the
opening
the
them pass through. here every
lwakuni,
Whenever I drop a note to someone, asking for a recipe,
Japan, Aug. 18, as Pasco-Librarian.
ewe!
Dunn,
Elvin Lee, Euin part
Dow Jones industrial average
at Carter and Robertson day."
of the Nixon administraan address, or some other bit of information which I want, I
of 30 selected blue chips was Bizzle, Almo; Mrs. Elizabeth tion's 50.000
Elementary Schools, the inalways enclose a stamped, addressed envelope as a
-man
withdrawal
to
ELEMENTA
ROBERTSON
RY strumental music program in the
ensley, J. W. Orr, Mrs. Peggy
off 0.82 at 713.10.
be
About 500 persons were
completed
comvenience to that person. Also, since I'm the one who is
by Oct. 16.
Dennis Taylor-Principal, elementary schools will be under
Of 467 issues across the tape, ibson, James Baker, Hazel;
waiting when the train later
asking for the favor, why should the person of whom I'm
Lassiter-lst
Mrs.
Mary
LOU
16
192 declined, and 107 advanced. rward Potts, Mrs. Thelma
the direction of Phillip Shelton, pulled into Bremen, Ga.
Reports from Phnom Penh
Milting it take his time and effort to accommodate me and
"This
Ford was unchanged at 45%, a e, Mrs. Betty Morris, Mrs. today said the. Cambodian Grade, Mrs. Murl Robertson-1st Mrs. McNutt will work as speech is the most excitement
provide the stamp besides?
we've PinkstonGrade,
L.
Zoe
Mrs.
ivian
MARGE
Adams,
corcectionist, and Mrs. Pasco, had in this town
Mrs. Brenda command had reinforced and
Chrysler unchanged at 197s,
in
a
long
Grade,
Lenora
Mrs.
Ligon
2rid
yatt,
Charlie Snow, Urey reorganized security in anticiwhile General Motors eased la
will .serve as elementary time," said city employe
DEAR MARGE: You are a woman after my own heart!
John
1'ouser, Kirksey.
pation of Communist terrorism 2nd Grade, Mrs. Jane Taylor- librarian at the Robertson Stembridge, recalling
to 67as.
the last
2nd Grade, Mrs. Eloise Keel-3rd Elementary School, Schultz said.
What's year problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
IBM slipped 34 to 23934 in the Custodians-Leander Finney, in the capital.
big event was in 1943 when a
Pauline
Mrs.
Grade,
McCoy-3rd
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69709, Los Angeles. Cal.
rs.
Lucy
Finney, New Concord,
electronics. General Electric
The highlights of the school
A Cambodian spokesman said
9040.. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
tired Murdock, Lynn Grove; a North Vietnamese soldier Grade, Mrs. Jean Hurt-4th calendar for the 1970-71 school butane gas tank exploded.
dipped 14 to 74%, RCA '14
"This many people wouldn't
Grade;
envelope.
72111, Memorex
year are the follows:
7-2 to 457* an eorge Cossey, Faxon; Leland captured four miles from the
come out if the President came
Alexander-4t
Annette
Mrs.
h
lkins,
Almo;
august
24-25, Pre-Service Con to town,"
Honeywell fell 2 to 79. Sper
Arvil Overby; heart of Phnom Penh said his
he added.
Nellie
Mrs.
Grade,
Ruth
Caldrry
Rogers, Ira Greer, High unit had been assigned to
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet.
ference for Teachers; August 26
, Rand tacked on n to 20‘-11
The trains, not exceeding 35
hool; J. W. Orr, Hazel; Paul terrorize selected targers in the well--5th Grade, Mrs. Lulabelle Registration with all studen
"Bow to Write Letters for All Occasions," send $I t•
In the oils. Getty fell P. t
miles per hour, are expected to
Hodges-5th
Grade, Mrs. reporting;Se
erce, Kirksey.
Abby. Box €4704, Los Angeles. Cal. 90440.
capital.
48%, Texaco dipped
ptember 7, Labor arrive on the North
to 28
Mildred
Carolina
Lowe-6th
Grade,
Mrs.
The
calendar for the school
Day Holiday; October 9, F. D. E.
Standard of California as t
coast at midweek. The rockets,
Patricia Miller-6th Grade, Miss A. student
43%, and Jersey "2 to 61% ear as adopted by the Board is
holiday; November 26- which the Army
said had begun
Paula Esterle-Special 27,
Occidential opened unchange s follows: August 20-, Teacher Thanksgiving; Dec. 18-Jan. 4
Thanksgiving Holidays; to leak in
storage, are to be
Education, Mrs. Corinne Mc- December
n
-Service;
at 15.
August 21, School Christmas Holidays; February
21 --January
4, loaded aboard an old freighter
Nutt-Speech Correctionist. Mrs. Christmas
In the chemicals, Eastma pens; September 7, Labor Day- 26, Teachers In-Service; April 12Vacation; April 12- and towed 282 miles
Bettye
Hunter
out to sea
-Physical
April 19, K. E. A. Spring
Kodak dipped ki to 59% o SchOol; October 9, FDEA-No 16,. KEA Week; May
AUGUST 7, 1970
and dumped into 16,000-foot24 Education.
chool
;
DuPont L. to 29, Dow In to 67
Vacation; June 3, Closing of
November
26, Professional Day; May 25, Schoo
ADULTS 83
deep water.
In addition. Miss Broach will
hanksgiving; November 27. Closes for Summer Vacation. I
Union Carbide IA to 3631.
school.
NURSERY 5
In the aircrafts, Boein
remained unchanged at 127*
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
A Calvert City man has been
Mrs. Carla Berry and baby United Aircraft slipped 41, t
indicted by the McCracken
27%.
County grand jury on two counts girl, 913 College Court, Murray.
PFANUTS
fiNal
L'IP'lt3iJkA'/EA 6000 TIME? DIO
ALL I SAW WERE 54OPPIN6CENTER5
JI.KT 601
of involuntary manslaughter in
d••••
DISMISSAL
,-\K FROM A OMNI L(OU GEE AMITHiN6 INTERE5TIN6? ANO MOTELS ..EVERLi -TOWN
tbe first degree in connection
carthel Hoggard, 120 McCall
with the April death of a.county
LOOK5 LIKE EVER,I OTHER TOWN..
St., NashVille, Term.; Mrs. Linda
official and his wife.
James M. Solomon, 54. owner Thompson, Rt. 7, Benton; Mrs.
of Solomon Construction Co., Louise Bray, 306 S. 3rd, Murray;
was indicted Monday morning in Mrs. Clara Stone and baby girl,
Federal State Market News
connection with the deaths of It. 7, Murray; Ronald Jackson,
Kenneth E. Powell, 3632 Good- Rt. 4, Murray; Master Trent Service Tuesday, Aug. 11.
o • o.
man Ave., who was justice of Thompson, Rt. 7, Canterberry Kentucky purchase area hog
•
=Tio,
market
report
includes
10
the peace of the First District. Estates, Murray;
:SSA
buying
Johnny
and his Vile, Margaret Powell, Stubblefield, Rt. 5, Murray; Miss stations.
55
36.
Anita Thomas, 403 N. 1st St., Receipts: Act. 1139; Est. 650;
Powell and his wife were killed Murray; Master Barry Wells, Rt. Barrows and gilts mostly 50c
in a wreck on the Beltline High- 7, Murray; Jeff Key, Rt. 1, lower; sows steady 25c lower.
way when their automobile col- Murray; Paul Von Schoech, Rt. 5, US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 822.00-22.50;
lided head-on with a car driver Murray; Frank Leffler, Hazel; US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 21.50-22.00;
by Solomon. Also injured in the Edward Ross, Rt. 1, Kirksey; US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $21.00-21.50.
a_ 4..BELlac/
OKAY,
crash was Michael Powell, 16, Mrs. Gloria Curd,
Rt. 8, Murray; US 3-4 260-280 lbs 82050-21.00,
van of the two dead persons.
SOWS:
I'LL PUT
Mrs. Myree Schroader, Rt. I.
AUNT FRITZI, WHY
A bench warrant was issued Dexter; Mrs. Rosa Orr, Box
SOMET
144. US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 817.5048,50;
HING
for Solomon and bond was set Hazel;
aft%
DON'T YOU EVER PUT
Elvin Morton, Rt. 7, US 1-3 300-550 lbs. 816.50-17.50;
IN
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at $5,000 by Circuit Judge J.
2-3
450-650
US
lbs
815.50-16.50.
ANYTH
Murray; Mrs. Irma McHood, Rt.
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ING
Brandon Price.
BANK
5, Murray; Thomas Elkins, Rt. 6,
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An indictment was also re* • *
Murray; Mrs. Christie Gray,
turned against Farmers MarkBANK?
Nesleyan
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resident Signs Postar
Reform Bill This Morning

THANK YOU
Sorry we were late yesterday,
folks, but we had electrical panel
control trouble on the press. A
grounded wire, finally located,
was blowing fuses as fast as we
International
By United Press
could put them in. We thank dui
Middle East peace negotiaCounty Judge Robert 0. Miller Mayfield Messenger for printing
tions are expected to open in
the guest speaker at the our paper yesterday, which
was
week,
next
New York early
the really got us out of a difficult
Egyptian diplomatic sources ruesday night meeting of
Miller spoke situation. This is the second time
said today, despite pressure on Murray Lions Club.
concerning juvenile the Mayfield Messenger has
both Arab and Israeli govern- to the club
the community and come to our aid and we thank Ray
in
problems
ments to reject peace efforts.
which Edwards, publisher of the
Diplomatic sources in Cairo he outlined some areas in
assisted
be
could
office
his
felt
he
Mayfield Messenger and the
V.
Gunnar
Mediator
said U.N.
press room force for their
Fellow was taking a driver's Jarring would open the negotia- in dealing with the problem.
Club president Lester Nanny assistance.
license one time and as part of tions with Egypt, Jordan and
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres- ered to sell $10 billion in bonds
the examination the interviewer Israel at the ambassadorial urged the members to attend the
ident Nixon today signed a to finance modern equipment
spearately August 19th meeting to be held by
put the following question to the level, conferring
postal reform law and plant, to negotiate wages,
landmark
r
Commissione
Highway
State
man: ,
with the chief U.N. delegates of
the post office to hire postmasters and to set
ridding
at
aimed
the
to
Eugene Goss in reference
the three nations.
of deficits, politics, and poor rates high enough to wipe out
"Suppose you were driving a A 90-day cease-fire went into four-laning of US 641 Highway
service. As part of the price, the department's $1 billion
on
hearing
A
Benton.
to
North
large double rig, loaded with its fifth day today. It has been
letter writers soon will pay annual loss.
o'clock
1:30
heavy pipe, on this mountain observed by Egypt and Israel the project is set for
eight cents instead of six for a The
750,000
Dr.
Lion
auditorium.
department's
MSU
the
in
an
miles
50
but
about
going
front
road,
along the Suez Canal
The executive board of the
stamp.
the
explained
Kop,perud
H.
A.
employes get an 8 per cent,
hour. There is a steep cliff on Israel has reported continued"
Murray Woman's Club met
million-a-ayear pay raise,
the purposes of the meeting and the
your right and a •sheer dropeon guerrilla
activities in
The drastic overhaul is the $646
Monday, August 10, at the
FIRST DAY CEREMONIES will be Sept. 19 at Stone Moueto April 18. Their
retroactive
your left. As you come over a rise occupied Gaza Strip and west proposals now under confirst in the 181-year history of
clubhouse with Mrs. Bethel
tam, Ga,.. for this stamp cornmemoratini ihe memorial
sideration
unions will be able to negotiate
you see that ahead of you, about bank of Jordan.
Department,
Office
the
Post
Richardson presiding.
there. The memorial shows the mounted- figures of Robscales, subject to
- fifty yards, is a rig just like yours Hawkish leaders of the Gahal Lions Nanny, 7ohn Belt, Tom
which now will be abolished in future pay
The corresponding secretary,
ert E. Lee, Jefferson DaVis and Stonewall Jackson.
if they
arbitration
binding
stalled and between you and him party in Israel have decided to Shirley, Z. C. Enix and George
favor of an independent governMrs. Thomas Brown, read a
cannot reach agreement.
there's a Volkswagen. What launch a major political offen- Ligon attended the District
immediate
beyond
agency
ment
held Sunday in special invitation from the
would you do?"
sive against Premier Golda Cabinet meeting
reach of the Congress.
library board to the open house of
The transformation will not
The driver thought for a Meir's current Middle East Eddyville.
The long. guest list for the bill take place immediately, but
the new.Murray-Calloway County
meeting
directors
August
The
"When
in
moment, then explained:
policy, political sources
signing ceremony at the Post under the law it must be
will be in the home of Lester Public'Library to be held Friday,
I drive I always have this relief Jerusalem said.
Office Department was headed accomplished within a year.
p.m.
five
three
to
14,
from
August
'driver—a guy, named Harry— Gahal leaders,charge that the Nanny in Canterberry Estates.
by Postmaster General Winton Congress would, supplement the
at
71e Main Street. The AlPha,
*lootshuge- 2br
I t`nd
M. Blount, who actively .sup= agency's income during -111ie-**--G44*r "
Pr
Department of the Murray' ur. antr
Harry is usually asleep in the the upcoming negotiations, posMike., Jenne, and Tip Culpepper, formerly of ported the bill but later said
Club will be hostess, children,
Woman's
transition period of more than a
upper part of the cab behind me. ses grave dangers to Israel's
Elizabeth, arrived Tuesday for a
CallOway County.: of Royal Oak, Congress should, make some rlecarlp
past presidents of the club
• existence. The party's six
their
parents,
rd Wake up Harry."
With
days visit
Mich., was claimed by death changes in it, including the
who worked with the library ten
The interviewer wanted to representatives withdrew from
Mr. and Mrs. Carqie Hendon and Monday at the Crittenton method for setting postal rates. The price of stamps will be
will assist in the serving.
project
know what possible good that Mrs. Meir's 24-member national
and Mrs. Dwight Crisp, all of Hospital in Rochester, Mich.
Blowld loses his job and his set by a five-man commission
Mrs. Richardson reported that Mr.
would do, and the driver replied, unity cabinet when the U.S.
Murray.
post under the bill, but whose decisitns can be overhis
cabinet
and
age
of
years
64
was
Murray
He
at
a
The funeral for Rice Hughes Gail Lyons, student
"Oh, it wouldn't do any good at initiative was accepted.
Dr. Hendon who is a Lieutenant death followed a brief illness. He could be rehired to run the new turned only by a unanimous
of
daughter
the
and
School
High
11
at
morning,.
all; I just don't think Harry has Jordan and Egypt are having was held this
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Missing $3 million prompts closing order
EATONTOWN, N. J. (UPI): If you're
in Eatontown and broke today don't
feel too bad—because you're In 'throe'
coinpany.
Lots of solid citizens here with
money in Eatontown National Bank are
walking around with empty pockets
wondering when they will get their
money back.
THE BANK was ordered closed by
federal officials Friday when an audit
disclosed $3 million was missing.
Over the week end, 23 agents of the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC)
moved into the bank to check records.
The FBI also has begun an investigation, apparently because of the possibility of embezzlement,. But no charges;
have been made and police are refusing
to discuss who, if anyone, is suspested.
insures the 13,000 depos-

is expected within 10 days of the bank's
closing.
ssieitilies remained calm on hearing the news, although, of course, seam
expressed disappointment. "The people
who are hurt most are those who deposit their checks and then write checks,"
Charlene Foster, 21, said. "They can't
send those checks out now."
Eugene Landy, vice president of the
bank and reportedly its largest stockholder, said the missing funds apparently were taken through issuance of 1
cashier checks to brokerage firms
whose accounts never were authorized.

closed, the U. S. comptroller of the
currency, who regulates federal banks,
tried to arrange a sale to other inter- 1
ests. But the FDIC board of directors,
said the losses were too great for the
transaction to go through.
Hill says this was the first bank
failure the FDIC has handled in New i
Jersey in at least 10 years.
I

THE FDIC
The National Association of Manufacturers
itors of the bank to a limit of $20,000.
George W. Hill, assistant chief of the
has released the following item of information:
FDIC, says instructions for depositors
honest
t—an
employmen
"The golden rule of
to get their money back will be re•
leased about midweek. Reimbursement
day's work for an honest day's pay—seems to be
shelf.
back
the
on
dust
more
and
gathering more
Unit labor costs rose sharply in the first quarter
of 1970 due to a combination of higher wages and
declining output per man hour,,the Bureau of
Labor Statistics reports. After two quarters of
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
increases; the'average .kourly production for
'each employee dropped at an annual rate of 8.4
per cent. If inflation is to be licked, then
graduated from the
niugt at least inatch any wage
)114'ffy PFC Donald E. Henry rseently was
non-commissioned officer academy.
Fort Lewis, Washington,
increase."
Fair have
Winners of events at the Murray-Calloway County
There is nothing difficult to understand
Hughes
Max
and
champion
twirling
as
Wallace
been Miss Cecelia
about that. If production falls off and wages
ss"--Y_Siskeeesee arblit division winner of the Tractor Driving contest.
increase, the product pitoduced must bring a - - Bobby Zane Workman, son of Mr. and Mrs. JohnNiorlunati or
13 states to
Murray, was one of 90 science teachers selected from
higher price at the market placed because it is
National Science Foundation Institute held
weeks
eight
the
attend
it.
produce
-to
more
er
costing the manufactur
at Murray State College.
Increasing wages alone make the product more
Steve TitOtis Jones, Ben Hogancamp, Jimmy Allbritten,
Russesi,
expensive to make, but if workmen produce less
sworth, Trip Hale, Jimrny Hart, Dan Glover, and David
Rotary
at the same time, the cost problem is
Scouts who attended the Jamboree, spoke at the Murray
meeting.
Club
compounded.
The man who works in a tire manufacturing
plant gets a nice boost in his pay check, and he is
happy to get it. But the manufacturer, in order to
continue making a profit, has to boost the price
of his tires and when this same worker needs new
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
tires fJr his car he finds that he has got to pay
more for them. He yells about the cost of living
Inahant wan.up and %vaunts still smother raise to
The Calloway County Fair ended a succesfu1 season last night
take care of it. That is called the wage-price
when the horse show played to a capacity crowd '
spiral. or inflation.
"The Romance of Kentucky Quiz" will be produced in Murray
How to solve it is a good question. We all like
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club on September 11.
"Holmes Ellis in yesterday reading teletype news. He was
pay raises, not only for ourselves but for the
in the bulletin about the Army calling up the reserves.
interested
pumps
industry
good-paying
because
fellow
other
He is a major in the Reserve Corps", from the column, "Seen &
more money into the local economy and makes
Heard Around Murray".
business better. But there must be a key to the
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hewitt left for Bell City, Mo., where
puzzle somewhere along the line. And it needs to
they will both teach in the school system there.
be found before the spiral gets so high it will
topple under its own weight.
One thing is certain: a slowdown in
production coupled with increasing wages is
about the worst thing that can happen. An honest
He carried away all Jerusalem ... even ten thousind captives,
day's work for an honest day's pay is still the
and all craftsmen and smiths.-11 Kings 24:14.
best rule for us all to go by.
But the captives at long last returned and flourished greatly. No

Loser

NON-INVOLVEMENT seems to be the keynote here as a station wagon burns furl:
ously at the side of Interstate 91 near Holyoke, Mass., and the traffic whizzes by
unconcernedly. The station wagon did not explode and there were no injuries.

Wall Street
Chatter

The Almanac

In 1851 Isaac Singer was
granted at patent for his sewing
machine, setting up business in
Boston with $40.
In 1947 fashion designers
caused a stir by introducing
women's dresses that reached
nearly to the ankles.
In 196r the U.S. „Satellite I
was orbited iotosspace....
A thought for the day:
said,
Maugham
Somerset
critestsrn,
-People ask setae
but they only want praise."

By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Aug.
12th, the 224th day of 1970 with
141 to follow.
NEW YORK ( UPIt —The
The moon is between its first
summer stock market rally is
and full phase.
quarter
over, and a severe August
morning stars are Mars
decline is in the offing and!' the
"
Satirrfe
'should represent the "killer and'
are Mercustars
evening
The
wave" of the bear market, says
.Venus and JepikeSss sear
eys
Isines Dines & Co. At- the
this date in history:
On
moment the investor's best
In 1658 a so-called battle watch
course is to preserve buying
f eight men was formed in the
power and accumulate capital
lony of New Amsterdam, the
By VERNON SCOTT
buying
of
anticipation
.in
issitcs !sees c.`cs--'ses szt
l.WIHollyicOod Cerra:044W opportunities ahead at panic`
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —"Ilr low Prices.
WE I hi YMEATWE
semi-retired," said _Rs& Mac.
Murray as he prepared to begir Lack of volume has been a
his Ilth season as the star of major factor in the market's
Ends Tonite
"My Three Sons."
Accord.
current deterioration
AUGUST 8, 1970
Any other performer with a
ing to E. F. Hutton, the ADULTS 82
"NASHVILLE REBEL"
successful series might te
languid state although NURSERY 5
outraged at the insinuation that market's
he was semi-retired, but ir due to seasonal factors, breeds
NEWBORN ADMISSIONA
Starts Thursday
MacMurray's case the fact: indifference, which in turn
makes the market drift and Baby boy Campbell (Mrs.
substantiate his position.
He devotes less than four move lower, not because of an Christine Campbell), Orchard
months a year to the show increase in selling but because Hts., Murray.
'The Coaeyed Cowboys of
shooting all his scenes out of of a lack of buying, Hutton
Calico Countycomtext with the rest of the cast. said.
DISMISSALS
- •
Later they are spliced in wid
Mrs. Norma Karnes, Rt, 1, ,Dantioss' Nanette
footag: for individual eoisodes
Just as consumer prices are Murray; Kenneth Wilkerson, R. Binder Fabray
the last area_ta respond to anti- 7, Mayfield; Leslie Houston, Rh
wc'e'r
?LS has been going on for inflation efforts, so stocks are 3, Murrtay; Mrs. Dorothy ;t7t,u,
Jack Lasseey
decade, and Fred sees no ere the first to move up as credit
Lawrence, Dills Trailer Court
to it.
restraints are relaxed, says Murray; Mrs. Mary Paschall, Rt
"Every year I think we ought
— — PLUS — —
Spear and Staff. The odds favor 2, Puryear, Tenn.; Danny
to quit while we're ahead," re
an upsurge in the market in Cossey, Rt. 3, Murray; Mrs
said. "But at the end of the
as the rate of Clara O'Bryan and baby boy, Rt
season when the ratings COME coming months,
inflation slows, the firm be- I, Benton.
Out, we stand very high. So WE
lieves.
Just carry on another year.
Just Putters Around
The market has been dull in
In the beginning I used to
make feature films when IS recent trading sessions, reflectcompleted the series for the ing investor caution over the AUGUST 9, 1970
season. Now I just putter around. trend of the economy through ADULTS 90
the second half of the year. NURSERY 5
"Maybe I should feel guilty Alexander Hamilton Institute
about not becoming a producer. says uncertainty concerning
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
But I'm a tow-pressure guy. I unemployment, corporate li- Baby girl Buhler ( Mother Mrs.
enjoy working in my wood- quidity and labor negotiations Gloria Buhler ), 100 S. 13th St.,
working shop, making wine racks in the auto industry overhang Murray.
for friends. I play a little golf and the market, justifying a waitcook up a few things in the kit- and-see attitude on the part of
DISSMISSALS..
then.the investor, the firm advises. Mrs. Verona Grogan,805 Doran
MacMurray, an enormously
Rd., Murray; David Shemwell
wealthy man, would like to
Bos 101 Shady Oaks Trl. Crt., 7:00 P.m. Mon. t ru Fri
appear in more movies but he
Guest star
Murray; Mrs. Barbara Shultz OP E N p.m. Sat. &Sun
isn't pushing very hard.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Jack
and
baby girl, Rt. 1, Farmington;
"A lot of motion picture stars Albertson will star in a guest
— Today thru Tue._
are turning to television next role in ABC's new hour-long Mrs. Ola Pearl Haneline, Rt. I,
When they take you
'starr- Murray;Mrs. Rosa Orr (exseason," he noted. "There's drama -The Immortal.
pired), Box 144, Hazel.
for an out-oftounser,
Tony Curtis, Glenn Ford and ing Christopher George.
Henry Fonda, among some
they really take you.
others.
"Many Have Failed"
"It's a funny thing, some173.1
times picture stars have just as
much trouble in television
shows as television stars have
trying to make it in the movies.
Many have failed.
-The Irtnd of thing I'm doing,
playing Steve Douglas, is a lot
easier than, say, what Raymond Burr does on his show.
He has long, long speeches and
appears on camera most of the
JACK LEAla iAlli0111111S
time. My shots are esually
lBS0111011 STORY
the
most
of
and
stories
short
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MOUT-OF-TO
are based on other characters."
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year the
show
"Each
'.0.1
41.1.
becomee easier," MacMurray
concluded. "In the beginning I'd
Coming! "AIRPORT'
do all the kitchen scenes in two
days, changing wardrobe from
script to script. Then I'd do all
the exteriors and so on.
''Now we break it up a little
the work runs smoother—
64.o and
and it still leaves plenty of time
for me to relax and enjoy
Today thru Sat.
myself."
39
'

Ten Years Ago Today

MacMurray
miretired
Sayslie's

Hospital Report

Bible Thoughtfor Today

They Prefer Freedom
Almost invariably, when spokesmen for a
sizeable group of citizens go to Washington, they
are there to urge the creation or the enlargement I
of a federal program of some kind that will add
to the already backbreaking tax burden.
However, in a rare departure from the usual
routine, one of the largest groups of citizens in
the cournty represented by their spokesman, Mr.
Charles B. Shuman, president of the American
Farm Bureau Federation, has urged Washingtor
to ". . .reduce farmers' dependence on
government payments for their incomes." The
Farm Bureau is on record in support of new farm
legislation that would effect a gradual transition
to a market-oriented agricultural industry,
coupled with a permanent program of price
support loans for certain commodities.

It's your ECONOMY
(Index, 1959 = 100)
180

'60r

FARM OUTPUT INCREASING
DESPITE FEWER WORKERS

140-

120

Tsiptaiolof
.arm sets:two*
.
•••
•
•••••••••.•••

oOAe •ft14.4404'

„
In a letter to President Nixon, Mr. Shuman
declares, ". . . It comes down to the question
as to whether you and the Administration have
faith that the competitive market price will
sustain a viable agriculture. We in Farm Bureau
have this faith based on a long experience with
the markets for the 60 percent of U.S. farm
production not subject to the government
„
programs
As the agricultural population declines in
relation to the population of urban centers, the
danger grows that agriculture will be subjected
and
to crippling utility-type control of the land
in
more
become
will
programs
that agricultural
measures to
than
footballs
political
of
nature
the
assure a strong agricultbral industry. Getting,
politics out of agriculture is on of the first
requisites of assuring the future of food and fiber
production in the. U.S.

r"'
60
'63
'61
1959
Data: Bureau of Labor Statistics

-Faest

'65

'67

By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce Si eft* United SIGN.
A STRIKING CHANGE in our economy during the past
decade has been a decline in the number of people
working on farms. From 1960 through 1969, while ether
kinds of'employment were expanding, the farm population dropped from 15.6 million to 10.3 millfon people —
or by 35 per cent. Despite this drop, farm output continued to rise because efficiency of operations—or productivity—improved steadily' Accompanying the sharp
drop in the farm population was a dr,op in the percentage of that population working exclusively on farms,
This was due to more "part-time farmers" who ate
find in regions where small farms still predominate

Sta
D424:104=
By United

MURRAY:i

20 Years Ago Today

one knows what finally became of the conquerors

SSS.seeM:520S

"THE
;1 ‘%04)1.) 4UPI) I)ir-.
ie4
--Itll
eetor George Cukor and producer Hal B. Wallis have been
elected to the Board Of Governors of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
*0*
Ilusband-wife team
1101-,1,1 V,(Ho (I pi) _
aldine Page will appear with
husband Ri1u *horn in "The Mis,intIirepehits siuuIIIler..:t St-

SWAPPERS"

it's what happens
when you love your
neighbor
"SHOPPING" FOR ENEMIES—This Vietnamese mai3he
looks as though he's" on a shopping trip as he plods
through a rice paddy near.Kampong Trabek. Cambodia,
looking for Communist soldiers. The search and destroy
operation involved sonte 2.500 South.yielnamt•ss• troops.
•

. '• TOO MUCH!!
Coming! "PATTON"
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North Colt Division,Tournament
MURRAY CITY PARK
August, 13 14 and 15, 1970
West Region
Aurora, Colt,.
dame Na. 1 II

Loser. Game Na

Game No. 3
5:00 p.m.
August 14

"
1"
1
August 13

East Region
suburban Q, Ill.
South Region
Springfield, Ill.
Game No. 2
8:00 o.m.
August 13

Loser, Game No. 2

. .

Game No. 4
7:00 p.m.
August 14

North Colt Division
Tournament To Start
Here Thursday Night
t

Winner, Game No. 1

-

'

am*
Winner, Game No. 4

Winner Game No. 2

Murray

Game No. 6
6:00 p.m.
August 15

Division Champion
,„ the World Series at
Layfajette, Indiana, August 18,
1970

was
awing
ess in

igners
lucing
!ached

Winner Game No. 3
Game number 7 (if necessary I
will be played twenty minutes
after the conclusion of game
number 6.

Game No.
9:00 p.m.
August 14

Winner Game No. 5

Loser, Game No A

lite 1
day:
said,

111111

r

EL"
NEN

iy

ru Fri
Sun

10.-

014

mrs

mi.

3t.

ERS"

iens

fOU

Stan iri

WEDNESDAY-AUGUST 12, 1970

Murray. Colt teague AlirStat ea

The North
DMsion
baseball tournament will get
underway Thursday, August 13 at
6:00 p.m. at the Murray City
Park
The Murray. Colt League AllStar team is the host team for the
tourney, which will be a four
team, double elimination tournament
between
Aurora,
Colorado, the West Region
winner; Surburban Q, Downers
Grove, Illinois, the East Region
winner; Springfield, Illinois, the
South Region winner; and
Murray, the host team.
The winner of the division
tournament here will advance to
the World Series in LaFayette,
Indiana, which begins on August
18.
Thursday night's game will pit
Aurora against Suburban Q in the
opening game at 6:00 p.m. and
Murray will take on Springfield
in the nightcap at 8:00 p.m.
Three games will be played
Friday night and the championship game will be played
Saturday, August 15 at 6:00 p.m.
Rex Alexanuari.director, and Ronald Crouch,
leave president, have expressed
thanksto the Murray civic clubs,
and all other persons who have
helped in any way to make the
tournament possible.
This division tournament has
teams representing fifteen states
and is one of only four division
tournaments in the country •

042Ca=,
By United Press International
JAM SESSIONS-Flipping his racer to avoid hitting an__Na-tional League
tryin
:
,
Nrr itr!
A.O.,.191.2
East --Tetrc Halite-,-Trid;rifirefifit-esTrd-rtver Sa.
mmy-Seasions of
W.
Pet. OK
•
Nashville Micla., recelvei d. broken nose.
Pittsgurgh
84 ItNew York
60 53 .531 2/
1
2
59 56 .513 41
/
2,
Chicago
St Louis
54 60 .474 9
Philadelphia 53 60 .469 91
/
2
49 67 .422 LIS _
Montreal
West
W. L Pct. GB
78 39 .667 ...
Cincinnati
64 49 .566 12
Las Angeles
By United Press International Several other Lions are un- spot.
San Francisco 55 58 .487 21
The Dallas Cowboys cut five
The rookies are finding outi signed but they are in camp to
Atlanta
55 59 .482 211
/
2
players including their sixththe facts of life in the National avoid a $100-a-day fine.
51 64 .443 26
Houston
The Lions' No. 2 draft choice, round draft choice last year,
Football League.
45 70 .391 32
-San Diego
The rOokies had the run of offensive tackle Ray Parson, tight end Rick Shaw. The other
Tuesday's Results
the camps' while the veterans underwent knee surgery and four were free agents.
Chicaos 4 Ran Francisco 1
were on strike but MOW they're win miss moss oU thew seamos• And. in the oeptkbuihg sags al,
Los Ang 5 Pittsburgh 4
being cut in bunches as the The Miami Dolphins picked Joe WMIe You-Know-Who, there
St. Louis 11 San Diego 10
defensive
back
Barry were no new developments
coaches start paring their up
Atlanta 1 Montreal 0
squads. Some of the rookies, Pierson, a fifth-round draft Tuesday. But then, as in all
Cincinnati 8 New York 1
though, arep't even waiting for choice from Michigan who was good soap operas, the action
Alexander, Johnny Rayburn, Dennis Lane, Randy Grogan,
Front Row: (Left to right). Mike Cathey, Johnny Williams,
ati 8 New York 1
"turk"-the nickname in cut by St. Louis. The Denver drags from time to time. New
the
Livers,
Alan
Spencer,
Hughes,
David
Brown
Crouch,
David
Crouch,
President
Ronald
Murray
alternate,
Colt
League, J. W.
Phila 6 Houston 5
the
NFL for the bad news. Broncos cut their No. 11 draft York Jets owner Phil Iselin
Row:
Mike
Monty Cathy, Charlie Gibbs,and Mitch Ward. Back
Young,Coach. Dean Willis, absent when picture was made.
Today's Probable Pitchers
Some
of them can take the choice, defensive back Cleve said, "he (Namath) knows
Stranak, Manager, Charlie Robinson, Porter McCustion, David
(All Times EDT)
where I am, I'm not hard to
Bryant of Ohio University.
hint.
San Francisco (Bryant 3-5) at
find. All he has to do is call
For example, while the
Chicago (Hands 13-9), 2:30 p.m.
Minnesota Vikings cut seven San Francisco announced that me." But Namath hasn't called
Major League
Los Angeles (Moeller 5-5) at
players Tuesday, two others defensive back John Brodie will this week and the Jets are
Pittsburgh (Moose 8-74, 8:05
Leaders
simply walked out of camp split the quarterbacking duties waiting, waiting, waiting . .
with Steve Spurrier against the
p.m.
By United Press International without giving a reason.
San Diego (Coombs 9-9) at St.
But coach Bud Grant thinks Cleveland Browns on Saturday.
Louis (Gibson 15-5), 9 p.m.
he knows why Buz Morrow, a Tackle Kevin Hardy, kayoed in
Leading Batters
Montreal (McGinn 7-8) at
ByVITO STELLINO
defensive end picked on the a collision while working out
National League
Kansas City-Boston game was Brewer combined the one hitter.
last week, returned to the 49ers
Atlanta (Niekro 10-14), 8:05
UPI Sports Writer
G. AB R. H. Pct. ninth round left. "He probably
rained out.
Tony Perez hit a grand slam
camp and practiced briefly.
p.m.
Jim Bunning thought too Bunning lasted 8 2-3 innings
looked
at
Alan
Page
and
Jim
in the second inning as Clemente, Pit
York Giants said
New York (Gentry 7-61 at much fuss was made about his
86 323 52 116 .359 Marshall and said Carl Eller is The New
before he was knocked out by a Cincinnati routed the Meta.
Cincinnati (Cloninger 5-31, 8:05 record Tuesday night but Hank
they plan to keep rookie Jim
four-run Astro rally. "I'm in ai Johnny Bench added a two-run Carty, Atl
94 332 69 119 .358 still to come and decided to
Files, their top draft choice, in
p.m.
Aaron certainly didn't have that good a shape as anybody 30
140 329 leave," Grant said. The front
114 426
homer and Lee May hit a solo Perez, Cin
the
critical middle linebacking HOUSTON (UPI)-Jim Bou
Philadelphia (Jackson 3-10) at proble..
113 453 86 149 .329 four is the strongest part of the
years old," said the 38-year-old blast as Gary Nolan won his Rose, Cin
Houston (Dierker 10-104, 8:30 Bunning became the second
ton retired from baseball one
Bunning. "The Dodgers re- 15th game. Jim McAndrew took Gaston, SD 107 429 70 139 .324 Minnesota defense.
p.m.
moment and announced future
pitcher in major league history leased me because they wanted
Farber
Walks
Out
105 426 70 137 .322
Davis, LA
the loss.
Thursday's Games
publishing plans and how a
-Cy Young is the only other 25-year-old Alan Foster to start
The other players to walk out BOUT SCHEDULED
321
112
421
58
135
Parker,
LA
St. Louis fell behind San
San Francisco at Chicago
NEW YORK (UPI)-Ismael movie should be made from his
one-to win 100 games in each and that makes sense. But
was linebacker Hap Farber, the
Diego, 8-1, and trailed, 10-6, Hicknin, ('hi
San Diego at St. Louis
Laguna,
the world lightweight controversial first book in the
league when the Philadelphia somebody's always trying to
seventh-round
choice.
72
114
321
102 355
going into the last of the ninth.
Montreal at Atla, night
champ,
has agreed to meet next.
Phils beat the Houston Astros, retire me and I figure you
81 305 39 98 .321 The Detroit Lions announced
But pinch-hitter Carl Taylor hit Alou, Hou
As far as baseball
New York at Cinci, night
is
6-5.
should retire when you can't a grandsslam with two-out in Milian, Atl 101 423 75 135 .319 the signing of their last holdout Raul "Lobito" Montoya of Los
Phila at Houston, night
Aaron got his name in the pitch effectively. I can pitch
who hadn't reported to camp, Angeles in a 10-round non-title concerned, Bouton said he
League
American
the ninth to cap a five-run rally
Only games scheduled)
would only return to the sport
record books again when he better than a lot of guys in this
G. AB R. H. Pct. defensive back Mike Weger. bout at San Antonio, Tex., on
and
give the Cards the triumph.
if the Houston Astros recall
Aug. 26.
singled in his 100th run of the league."
Ystrzski,
Bos
Ferguson Jenkins pitched a
ELLSWORTH TO BREWERS
Laguna won the lightweight him. On July 1 the Astros sent
American League
season to give the Atlanta Jim Nash pitched a three1,10 389 ;.; 128 329
three-hitter and Ron Santo hit a
MILWAUKEE (UPI) -The crown in March in Los Angeles Bouton to their American
Braves a 1-0 victory over the hitter to make Aaron's run
East
two-run homer as San 'Francis- Johnsn, Cal 107 424 57 137 .323 Milwaukee Brewers announce( on a technical knockout of Association farm
club
in
W. L. Pct. GB Montreal Expos. It was the 10th stand up and give Atlanta the
Oliva, Minn 107 442 72 142 .321
co beat Chicago.
Friday that they have acquiree Mando Ramos. In May he Oklahoma City. He had a 4-6
72 42 .632 ... time Aaron has collected 100 victory over Montreal.
Baltimore
Harpr, Mil
104 427 76 139 .319
Dick. Ellsworth, a 30-year-old successfully defended the title record and 5.42,ERA so far this
EXTEND SELECTION
/
2 RBIs in a season, tying the
62 51 .549 91
New York
Meta 2/
1
2 Games Out
FRbnsn, Bal 91 333 63 106 318
major league veteran, from the against Hiroshi Suzuki of Japan season.
New
-The
(UPI)
YORK
NEW
by
mark
held
League
11
National
61 53 .535
Detroit
Aprcio, Chi 109 430 73 135 .314
Pittsburgh remained 21
/
2
Cleveland Indians in an effort in Panama.
Bouton said Monday he was
56 54 .509 14 Stan Musial and Willie Mays. games ahead of the Mets in the York Yacht Club and the Royal Pinlla, KC
Boston
97 357 37 111 .311
to bolster their pitching staff
retiring 'because "I just can't
/
2 Babe Ruth did it 13 times to set East as both teams lost. Billy Sydney Yacht Club of Australia Fosse, Cle
56 59 .487 161
Cleveland
.310
99 374 52 116
Elliworth compiled a 34
get anybody out"
American Lague mark.
52 62 .456 20
Wasngton
HARNESS RACING ON TV
Brabarhewitz hit a three-run have agreed to extend until Sept. Powell, Bal 110 391 64 120 .307
West
"I'm usually the last one they homer in the second inning to 13 the selection of the challenging cater, N.Y /111 422 55 f29 306 record and a 4.50 ERA in 25, NEW YORK (UPI) -The But Bouton said he has plans
appearances with the Indians
-some he talked about and
W. L. Pct. GB tell about these things," Aaron lead Los Angeles past the yacht for the America's Cup
Adios Stakes for three-year-old
Home Runs
all but one in relief.
69 42 .622 ... said, but he admitted getting Pirates. Claude Osteen and Jim Race.
Minnesota
pacers
at
The
Meadows, others he didn't. The projects
National League: Bench, Cin
The extension also applies to 38; Perez, Cin 34; H. Aaron, At!
65 50 .565 6 100 RBIs is one of his coveted
Oakland
Meadow Lands, Pa., will be he would not discuss at length
selection of the defending yacht 33; Williams, Chi and Allen, BOMBERS CALL UP BAKER televised on 18 stations Satur- were "the few job opportuni64 50 .561 61
/
2 goals.
California
NEW YORK (UPI) -The
by the New York Yacht Club St.L 31.
LA Edges Pittsburgh
42 71 .371 28
Kansas City
day night, marking the first ties" he has been offered.
York Yankees announced
New
He did discuss a sequel to his
and
defender
the
Previously,
Angeles
42 74 .362 291
/
2 In otheENames, Los
Milwaukee
time a harness race is to be
American League: Killebrew,
the challenger had to be named Minn 35; Yastrzemski, fios and Friday that they have recallee presented dyer a live network. best selling "Ball Four," a
42 75 .359 30 edged Pittsburgh, 5-4, CincinnaChicago
candid account of his baseball
at least one week prior to the Howard, Wash 30; Powell, Balt shortstop Frank Baker frorr
Tuesday's Results
ti routed New York, 8-1, St.
their Syracuse farm club in the
life which has provoked some
start
of the cup race, whic h 28; Harper, Mil 23.
11-10,
Diego,
San
Louis nipped
New York 7 Chicago 1
STOKES MEMORIAL GAME
CHICAGO (UPI) -Chicago
International League to replace
and Chicago beat San Francis- Cubs first baseman Ernie this year falls on Sept. 15
Oakland 6 Cleveland 5
MONTICELLO, N.Y. (UPI) anger from fellow baseball
Runs Batted In
Ron Hansen, who was placed on -Veterans Dave Bing of the players and resulted in a talk
co, 4-1.
Baltimore 7 California 0
National League: Bench, Cin the 21-day disabled list because
Banks faces another two weeks
with baseball commissioner
CITATION DIES
In the American League, New on the disabled list.
Detroit 2 Milwaukee 1
111; Perez, Cin 106; Williams, of a pulled left hamstring Detroit Pistons and Jim WashUPI
I
Ky.
(
York routed Chicago, 7-1, Team physicians examined LEXINGTON,
Wash 3 Minnesota 2
ington of the Philadelphia 76ers, Bowie Kuhn.
Chi 100; H. Aaron, Atl 99; muscle.
Kan City at Boston, ppd., rain Washington edged Minnesota, 3- Banks' left knee Monday and Calumet Farm's Citation, win- Allen, St.!. 95.
along with five first-round draft Bouton, said the book may be
Today's Probable Pitchers 2, in 11 innings, Detroit topped recommended the extension. ner of 81,085,760 in a five-year American League: Powell, HOUGH PURCHASED
choices, Monday accepted invi- about the reaction to "Ball
Four." His tentative title is
Milwaukee, 2-1, Oakland beat Banks, 39, suffering from an racing career, and the last Balt and Killebrew, Minn 91:
(All Times EDT)
ANGELES (UPI) - tations to participate in the "I'm Glad You Didn't Take It
of
racing's Triple Howard, Wash 87; Oliva, Minn, LOS
Baltimore (McNally 16-7) at Cleveland, 6-5, and Baltimore arthritic condition in the knee, winner
Maurice
Stokes
Memorial
Baspitcher
relief
Right-handed
Personal."
blanked California, 7-0. The would have been eligible to Crown, died Saturday at the Minn 79; Oliver, KC' 76.
California (May 6-7), 11 p.m.
Charles Hough, 22, has been ketball Game to be played on The one-time New York
age
of
25.
Detroit (Cain 10-4) at MilTuesday,
Aug.
18,
at
Kutsher's
Pitching
21-day
the
disabled
off
come
the Los Angeles
Yankee, who tried to make a
In 45 career starts, Citation National League: Seaver, NY purchased by
waukee (Krausse 11-12), 9 p.m. p.m.
,
list today.
Dodgers from their Spokane Country Club.
comeback
as a knucklebal.
10
won
second
32
races,
was
7-1)
at
(Tient
Minnesota
17-6; Merritt, Cin and Perry,
Chicago (Johnson 0-2) at New
Doctors said he would need
Hough has a 12-7 The rookies who agreed to pitcher, had some casting idea
times and third twice. He SF 16-10; Gibson, SLI, 15-5: farm club.
Washington (Hannan 7-5), 7:30 York iBahnsen 10-71, 8 p.m.
play
are
Jim
McMillian
of
the
weeks
of
rest
two
and
another
this season, with 18
if the book should be made into
finished out of the money only Simpson, Cin 14-3; Nolan, Cin record
pm.
Thursday's Games
continued heat treatments and
saves. He also led the Pacific Los Angeles fakers, Mike Price a movoe. He would like it to
year
His
once.
Triple
Crown
(Rooker
7-11
and
Kansas City
14-4; Morton. Mont 14-7.
Cleve at Oakland, night
massage.
ERA ith a of the New York Knickberbock- star-presumably as Jim Bonwas 1548, when he became the American League: Perry, Coast League in
Johnson 5-7) at Boston (Peters Balt at Calif, night
ers, Dave Cowens of the Boston
While he is sidelined Banks
1.96
mark.
ton-Elliott Gould (star of "Mracing
eighth three-year old in
10-9 and Koonce 1-3), 2, 5:30 Detroit at Milwaukee, night
Minn 17-9; McNally and Pal- Reliever Jose Pena, 4-3, was Celtics, Sam Lacey of the
has been acting as a commenA-.S-H" and "Getting Straight")
Kentucky
history
to
win
the
p m.
mer, Bait and McDowell, Cleve
Minn at Wash, night
tator on televised Cubs games
to make Cincinnati Royals and Jeff and be directed by Mike
Derby, Preaknesi and Belmont 16-7; Cuellar, Balt 15-7; Wright, optioned to Spokane
Cleveland (Dunning 3-2) at Chicago ar'New York
the
Portland
TrailPetrie
of
and going through light workroom on the parent roster for
Nichols ("The Graduate" and
Stakes. Eddie Arcaro was
Oakland (Fingers 5-91, 10:30 Kansas City at Boston
blazers.
and Hunter. Oak 15-9.
outs with the team.
Hough.
"Catch-22" 1.
aboard in all three victories.

•

ookies Are Finaing Out The
fads OlLifesin Pro Football

Jim Bunning Becomes 2nd Pitcher
To Win 100 Games In Each League

Banks Faces Two
More Weeks Out

•

Jim Bouton
Announces
Retirement

••
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Stallons-McGinnis Vows To Be Read

Miss Rita Hurd Is
Honored At Tea
At The Brown Home

WEDNESDAY-AUGUST 12, 1070

PAGE ply}

Annual Reunion Of
Vinson Family Is
Tonya Marie is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Held On Sunday
Sant Berry, 913 College Court,

Murray, for their baby girl, The annual reunion held each
weighing seven pounds thirteen second Sunday in August for
A delightful courtesy extended
born on Friday, August 7, descendants of Perrnelia Futrell
ounces,
I ;to Miss Rita Hurd, bride-elect of
p.m. at the Murray- and P. Henry Vinson was at Ken1:01
at
David Winslow, Jr., was the
Lake Park. Attending- were
County Hospital.
Calloway
bridal tea held at the home of
is a student at members of the Edmond, Balls,
father
new
The
318
Mrs James M. Brown,
Murray State University and is Mary Ann, and Harriett Vinson
Woodlawn,on Tuesday, August 4,
part ,time at the families.
4(.31A in the
from &d es
Calloway County Soil Im- Those present were Mr. and
afternoon.
provement Association.
Mrs. Arthur Vinson and Charles,
the
hostesses for
The
Irene Mr. and Mrs. Willie 0. Vinson
Mrs.
are
Grandparents
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 12 prenuptial event were Mrs.
Newfoundland.
By GAY PALrLEY
White and Mr. and Mrs. Carl E and Beth, Miss Ida L. Vinson,
The Wesleyan Circle of the Brown, Mrs. Larry Gilmore,
they
said
met
pilot!
-Every
UPI Womea's Editor
all of Atlanta, Ga. A Miss 7.eulo Cable all of Hazel;
Tucker,
a First United Methodist Church Mrs. Dennis Goodwin, Mrs.
is Mrs. W. W. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill, Mr. and
NEW YORK (UPI) -Televi- wouldn't give me a one in
grandmother
great
it," will meet at the home of Mrs 1Henry Hargis, Mrs. Marvin
Ga.
sion has its flying nun. It also million chance of making
Atlanta,
of
Mrs. Milton Outland, Mrs. Mary
%%inure
Fred
802
Schultz,
Olive
Street, at :Harris, Miss Deb Mathis, Miss
She
has its flying actress, and for she said in an interview.
Morgan, Mr. and Mrs. Cullen
Vikki Ogg, and Mrs. Johnny
fought icing conditions moat of 7:30 p.m.
real.
A baby boy, Kevin Michael, Futrell, Mr. and Mrs. .Jesse
Wallace.
Susan Oliver, the actress seen the route.
weighing eight pounds 5"2 oun- Garland, Mr. and Mrs. Roy IrMiss Hurd close to wear from
Once Feared Aircraft
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or
in "Peyton Place" and other
was born to Mr. and Mrs. ven, Mrs. and Mrs. Elroy Irvan,
ces,
silk
Miss Oliver, who now makes the Rainbow for Girls will have her trousseau a white
television series, is a licensed
Campbell of Orchard Sandra, Micheal and Sheila, Mr.
Joseph
her
dress and
became practice at the Masonic Hall at shantung
commercial pilot. Just recently her home in Hollywood,
Murray, on Saturday, and Mrs. Robert Moody and
Heights,
a
was
corsage
hostesses' gift
several 5:30 p.m.
she copiloted a single engine interested in flying
at 3:50 a.m. at the Cullen, Mr. and Mrs. C. I).
8,
August
yellow camilla. Her mother, Mrs.
"I was
County Vinson, Jr. and Mark, Dee
Piper Comanche 260 with the years ago because
-Calloway
Murray
Aft
Harvey Hurt, wore an apricot
veteran flyer, Margaret A. dating a news commentator The ftiedi Wilson Circle of the
Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hospital.
her
and
dress
embroidery
his
flew
lace
"He
pilot."
a
was
who
Church
Methodist
thenannaal
First United
Mead, to victory in
The new father is a student at Finney and Keith, all of Murray;
she said, WSCS will meet at the home of corsage was a white carnilla, gift
Powder Puff Derby, the for- way and I flew mine,"
Also attending were Mrs.
Murray State University.
hostesses.
miss.
the
a
of
transcontinental so she's still
Mrs. Dick Sykes at 7:30 p.m. Mrs.
women-only
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WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE
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BOLOGNA
1/4 PORK LOIN

BY THE PIECE

Nestee

Instant Tea

- 3-oz. jar

89c

1b.39

BAR-B-Q
SAUCE
3iff-...$1"
Fruit Cocktail

DOG
00
$249

25 lb. bag

Mixed Ve

lb 69

fiAOKED JOWL lb 59
ELE
dliiEN BEANS 4
43C
ICE MILK
'5...A
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SAUCE
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cans

a-nsot $
6
• etables 51c

HYDE PARK

BISCUITS
Cans
8-°z.

Tide

49'
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Bottles

King Size- 5-1b. box $ 1 24

ORANGE
JUICE
3
$
12 oz. cans

Bush

Sweet Peas
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l6-oz
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2 gal.
1
/

I /
f
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I
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PR;

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

KOUNTY KIST

PEAS
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6
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CORN
DOG
FOOD
SACRAMENTO
Butter Beans
8
SAUCE 80/0'
YELLO
294 COFFEE
ONIONS
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3
"z
2LBs25"
_
BANANAS
Yellow Whole kernel
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FRISKIE

Meat Flavor cans4/
$
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cans

Bush Baby
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6

8-Bottle
Ctn.

ORCHARD

FRISKIE
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SEALD SWEET

VANITY

,17-oz. $ 1 00
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lb.99$

16-OUNCE

9 TO 11 CHOPS

KRAFT
REG. SMOKE and HOT

Libby

CENTER CUT

15-oz.
cans $ 10

0

CARNATION

3 lb bag

GOLDEN RIPE

...b....a •
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reel each gage is on, the day
so much like people. way humans do," he saId. They
they're
we shot, the video tape number,
they're
And
gentle."
raise a paw to rub an eye.
the punchhne and who the
Hill explained a rabbit's Hill's research with various
performer was.
cornea, the windowlike covering materials is designed to help
"The computer also tells us
the pupil and iris of the find a soft but durable material
over
•w we rated the gag on its
By SAND! GOULD
Mess which we predeterCOLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) (-mined on a scale of 1-5."
wearing contact lenses
Rabbits
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1:in research
helping
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put
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-We're cornball and proud of
(I HEARD THAT
together for us."
it," say the producers of "Hee Davis grinned broadly, even
qOU HAD LUNCH
The rabbits make up part of
Haw."
WITH THREE
a
don't
put
slickers
city
the
the special project of Dr.
They'd be trifling with the
AIRLINE
show together by computer. He Richard M. Hill, a professor of
truth if they said anything else. said, "When someone says
STEWARDESSES
Bill Davis and Sam Lovullo we're cornball, we thank them. physiological optics and biophysics at Ohio State University.
have tried and succeeded in
That's what we set out to be."
Although Hill's main job is to
reaching Middle America with
teach optometry students to
their country music, hick jokes
examine eyes, he finds time to
and hayseed stars.
C.alifornia's first cOnstitunew
"flee Have' is an unqualified tion was adopted in 1849 and conduct research on
materials for contact lenses. He
hit in the sticks but something its present one in 1879.
uses domesticated rabbits in his
less than a smash in the insular
research.
islands of New York, I.,o;
He is trying to discover a soft
Angeles, San Francisco anc
lens, rather than the convenother bastions of sophi-stication
Boasts High Ratings
Sophistication is a someturn
thing at best on television, anC
Davis-Lovullo know precisely
what they're doing.
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Our urban society may rate
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pronunciation
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-Harbors
• 90997
21 -Ripped
and Beauregard, the Wonder 23-Dutch town
OMBU 3300 003
22-Blemish
24-Organs of
Dog?
25-Pile
hearing
52 Without end
38 Facts
27 Leases
"Our show is non-violent and 26-Molar
(poet)
40-Drinks
30-Part of
54 Anger
non-controversial," said Lovul- 28-Teutonic
heavily
deity
Play
A state
57
41-Masts
lo. "Sooner or later you want to 29-Narrow. hat
32 Nuisances
(abbe)
44 Erases
boards
on
quiet
and
58 Compass
34-Sharp
have a little peace
(Prtrfting)
31-Wander about

Rabbits Wearing
Contact Lenses
Helping Science

Idly (Cohort )
33-Metal
"We have a lot more music •
1•!..erepf
than 'Latigh-In" Daitsaits adtiles, 35-Ireland
-36-Gq
-There is about 40 per
39-84rd's homes
music and 60 per cent comedy. 42-Note of
scale
Our ratings may be low in 43-Mix,
as
dough
some of the big cities, but
45-Cease
around the country we're big. 46-Man's name
48-Go in
Show Is Computerized
"In places like Houston, 50-Resort
5.1-Ration/
rural 53-Turkish
and
Tulsa, Atlanta
regiment
most 55-Teutonic
we're •• the
'America
deity
air."
the
popular show on
While the finished product 56-Guides
59-Mistakes
gifas the appearance mf a 61 Weird
62 Sows
spontanectis hoede•ern, it is a
slickly 'induced show which is
becoming increasingly com1-Continued
story
puterized.
4,
2 Printer's
"An the Plum. aalagN.FOuthinations of sketches and charac3 Stroke
4-Above arid
ters are fFsd into a compOter,"
touching
Davis explained. "This way we
can splice the show with 200
cuts and not worry about being
repetitive."
Lovullo explained further.
"We go to Nashville where the
show is taped I with stacks of
material labeled 'Cornfield,'
'Barber Shop.' 'Hay Stack,'
'Board Fence' and the like.
Seeks Cornfeld Flavor
"Then we shoot enough
material for 15 shows with, say,
182 cornfield jokes, and as
many others in the various
departments."
Davis picked up the dialogue,
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NO ONE WILL SUSPECT TWAT BEHIND
THESE AllOOLE-A6S0 eXTERIORS
THERE BEAT THE HEARTS OF
20-YEAR-OLDS
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White-tailed deer like to
swim.
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Mother's Day is the second
Sunday in May each year.

THEY WANT DIVORCE
ROME (UPI) —Nine members of the Italian Divorce
HELSINKI (UPI)-Finns are League, an organization dedicombining drinking with driv- cated to promotion of a divorce
ing in increasing numbers. A law in Italy, went on a hunger
study by police indicated auth- strike Sunday outside the
orities arrested 7,981 drunken Italian senate to try to force
drivers in 1969, a 22 per cent passage of a pending divorce
•e
jump over 1968.
bill.
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DOVE
LIQUID SOAP
22-oz, Plastic Bottle

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT O.UANTIllES

PE

145i Y Ajte,
rgiiwff

hiae

Reg. '3.60

1

CAN

fr.- Deluxe Vinyl Binder
fr.- loose Leaf Filler Paper
v.- Set of Index Subject Dividers
SALE
2 Nifty Subject Books
Nifty Assignment Book
$

WHEREAS, the residents of
the City of Murray are dependent
for their health, comfort, and
standard of living upon an
abundant supply of safe, high
quality water; and
the
future
WHEREAS,
economic and social growth of
this community is directly
related to the availability of
dependable supplies of good
water; and
WHEREAS, the Amertcan
Water Works Association, which
is dedicated to advancing the
knowledge of design, operation,
and management of water
utilities throughout the United
States and. Canada, has
designated the week of August 9
to August 15 as a period during
which special attention should be
focused on the vital role played
by Water utilities; and
WHEREAS, the goal of water
utilities is to provide better water
for Americans-all the water
people need when and where they
need it;
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
homes Ellis, Mayor of the City of
Murray, Kentucky, do hereby
proclaim this week of August 9,
1970 as
BETTER WATER FOR
WEEK
AMERICA Nt
and sincerely urge all citizens to
join with me in developing a
wider understanding of the
contributions, the services, and
the future needs of Murray Water
System.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF.1
have hereunto set my hand, on
this the 10th day of August, 1970,
in the sear of our Lord. •
Holmes Ellis. Mayor
City of Murray
Kentucky

No. 3075 - 3 Ring

GILLETTE
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Right Guard
Anti-Perspirant
5-oz, Spray
Reg 21.19
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Flair Pen

Super-tough wonder-plastic
jacket can't rust, dent, stain
ever'

Phom6ymbers
1cP1 DkV

8 assorted colors

OWN

Everyone needs
a Flair!

NAZIWAS

SALE

66

SALE

Stuart Hall

Kills Household
Germs.
Eliminates Odors!

Pocket
Memo Book
Reg, 19'

SALE 1 0

SHINOLA PASTE WAX
/ Day Shoe Polish

Black & Brown

Reg. 29' - SALE

9

SheaHer
cartridge
pen. The
smoothflowing pen
with 7 free
refills — SO
you'll never
s
a ista
for words

Head&
Shoulders
IKMERiCA'S

FAVORITE
SHAMPOO

Family Size
4.3-oz. tube

GLAD WRAP
Box of 100 ft. with 25 ft Free

1
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Northside
Shopping
Center

*

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

Northside
Shopping
Center

*

MIT QUANTiTY

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT T
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Store
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.L
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FIRST IN FINE MEATS

Fresh, Lean

Cooked

N
c
ll
KE
R-Ba
59
IC
BA
CH
K
EA
ST
RK
PO
PORK ROAST

ilitON

59'
WIENERS 12-oz. pkg. 49'
lb

Southern Star

LIQUIPRIN
BABY LOTION
ULTRA RRITE
MICRIN

Reg. 98' - Our Price
Reg. $1.19 - Our Price 8939:
Reg. '1.19 - Our Price
Reg. '1.09 — Our frrte

lb

: I
99
8

No. 21/2 can

PEACHES 4/89c

2/49c

Quart

K
MIL
CANNED
Tal Can

'rant

ard

ray

Reg. '1.09 — Our Price 89C

keg. L35uririceiiS

Reg. 69' —

Our Price 59C

SALMON
C

1

Tall Can
2-oz. Plastic Bottle
/
151

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO SY° FORCED PURCHASES

TIDE

C
Giant Size

JUST LOW PRICES !
I.G.A.

Trail Blazer

EGGS .
Med.
c
Doz 35
Smith

Frozen

CE
JUI
ORANGE
- : can

,

D
DOG25-lbFOO
Bag
$ 199

.

SHOWBOAT

.

I. G. A.

16-oz.

100

8-bottle carton

GREEN SWEET

Fresh, Ripe

Fresh Crisp

FRESH, TENN. HOMEGROWN

PEACHES

•
2lb. 29c

.
2?,
PEPPER
Stalks
2
c
10
ct
each 5
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At Mt ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!
BANANAS

ft Fre

57c

6/99c 6/49c 3/S100
pEps 69c PORK & BEANS CHERRIES
c
No. 303 can 4/99
No. 300 can 10/S
.

to-Hold

Easy-Off

DETERGENT

IGA
TS
BIS8-CUI
oz. can

Reg. 65' — Our Price

Glacier Pink

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

(Now Crop)

I.G.A.

Vicks

WINDOW..
ROOT BEER
CLEANER

GAL.

GREER

VAPO RUB
BAYER ASPIRIN
ARREST
FIRST AID CREAM

Dad's

I.G.A.

ICE MILK
BABY FOOD
C
p . . AR 9c .A,. , . . . ._ 1 ,/2

gin. Fast.

.
Frciztril „c2

CATFISH-STEAKS

JOHNSONS

-Strained

Gerber's

Freshwater

lb.
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Parking Lots
Are $5 Billion
A Year Venture
a)DEAN C. MEI
UPI Business Editor
NEW YORK
UPI)—For all
of the problems, convenience.
and fortunes it creates LIname of mobility, the automobile is a rather immobile
object.
It has been estimated that
the 110 million autos in the
United States spend 95 per cent
of their lifetime in a parked
condition. Because of thpc, and
man's emotional attachment to
his car, the parking industry is
a $5 billion-a-year operation.
Auto parking concerns such as
APCOA of Cleveland a subsidiary
of ITT, Kinney Parking Systems
of New York, Auto Parks, Inc. of
whenit'i,cooked. Foil lining in
FOIL BAND meals it easy toikft asparagus out of pan
Houston and Meyers, Parking
it a breeze to wash rater,,
makes
clean,
pan
the
keeps
casserole
eggplant
Systems, Inc. of New York, part
of the Hertz operation, are in
boom times.
Hertz operation, are in boom
times.
A Fact Of Life
That's why a Ronald J.
Lenney, president of Meyers,
almost choked over a salad the
other afternoon in relating how
some cities, like New York,
discourage driving in the city.
"Some people feel so strongly
By JOAN 014/$11VAN
about driving that they'll do it
of
QWErr"iierg
regardless of fines and parking
restrictions," said Lenney. "aluminum foil, especially
sweet for the cook. This han"Why not accept this fact of
dy food wrap is a great help
life, and accommodate to it,
in cooking.
rather than force them to ride
• Use it to line casseroles
on subways, buses and trains?"
so they will come clean with
Lenney, whose firm has 200
a sudsy sponge, no scrubbing
ranging
parking • operations
and scouring needed to remove
tas-st_q_e,
nartir'PS
fr-orn small anartment houses
to a., 6000-space facility ati— we When cooking asparagus

Add These Tricks
To Your File

Center) City in Les A118444tlifcited cities which are accommodating. He noted that San
Francisco's Yerba Buena complex, fed by a terminal on the
Nw Bay Area Rapid Transit
System, includes a 4,000-car
garage. "So, who's right? San
Francisco, which accommodates to the car despite a
subway terminal, or a New
York which preys on cars?"
Business Expands
He noted also that the
Cincinnati city fathers provided
arking facilities at most
wig es:Titers and that
"Meyers alone is building four
new
parklhg
in
facilities
Philadelphia, a city which
might be tempted to discourage
cars because of its narrow
streets.
Human emotions are weighed
heavily in the planning of
parking facilities, according to
Lenney.
"The man, for instance, hates
to see his car parked mechanically even though he understands the economics of it,"
said Lenney. "It goes against
his grain, almost like watching
his kids get a beating."
Women don't mind that but
they have a thing about parking
where they can see their cars.
Lenney told of a Cincinnati
shopping center which offered
inside parking or parking
outside in the blazing sun for
the same price. "Believe it or
not," he said, "I watched
women insist on the sunny
parking just so they could come
out every now and then and
physically check their cars."

-in- -et band cif aluminum foil, then use the ends
of the band to lift the asparagus out of the pot when it is
cooked.
• And don't forget foil
when it comes to cooking the
vegetable course on your outdoor grill. Place the vegetables on a large square of
heavy duty foil, add seasonings, butter, sometimes a little water, bring the ends of
the foil up over the food,
twist to close, then place your
food packet on the grill over
the fire. Shake the package
once or twice to help the

CREAMY LEMON SAUCE

2 tablespoons butter or
margarine

plant halves lightly until just
beginning to soften.
Arrange layer in a foil-lbted
casserole, top with half thli
tomato sauce, sprinkle wit0

reserves.

tl‘q, MIRY ‘4,i5kNitclity ,the tlierrepus crackdown
cutback was due to a reduction
(11PI)-The
SINGAPORE
in the need for active duty
University of Singapore has
officera.
banned long hair and sandals -Each ROTC gro,cliia.te sc.herieTn the campus, a spokesmanduty
duled to start active
announced
fiscal 1971 . will be asked

with the dog."
and automobiles.
Many a movie success is due
City officials said it would be
lto casting. And it was Anderson's the first smog forecast to be
:job to audition Webfoot Waddle issued by any city as long as a
and his competitor.
full day in advance. Air
Webfoot has Confidence
pollution brought concern after
were
"It was an interesting demon- 48 high
school girls
Anderson, a afflicted with burning eyes and
stration," said
muscular man with a strong breathing difficulty on July 18.
voice and a sense of humor. Since then, 9,870 Tokyo res-The dog is a golden retriever idents have reported such
who even picks the duck up in symptoms from smog.

webworm

_to.apply coi

zuccHrsI

41R

.CAASH — The map Spots thv
where a Peruvian turboprop airliner carrying 100 perSons crashed only minutes after takeoff from Cuzco,
killing 99. The lone survivor was a student pilot found
in a ttee The dead included 48 U S. students. It w.es
disaster„in the history of PM:u..
w.,ust

If you're angry red over sunburn
and skin-care lotion prices, you
need to make a fast 7-minute
stop 8 a.m. til midnight at
Convenient Food Mart.
In Convenient's new Discount
Health and Beauty Aids
Department, you'll find a complete
selection of sun tan lotions and sunburn
and
you'll save at least 20% on them. As a
remedies,
matter of fact, you can save 20% or more on all the most
popular-sized top name brands of health and beauty aids you'll find at Convenient.
Isn't that a
soothing thought?

800 CHESTNUT STREET

•

CONVENIENT
MOD*Ng
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CASSEROLE
2 pounds zucchini, sliced
2 tomatoes, peeled and
chopped
1 onion, thinly sliced
112 teaspoons salt
12 teaspoon pepper
1 2 teaspoon dried or ;
sprigs fresh bash
teaspoon oregano
3 tablespoons butter
Place zucchini, toniatoei
arid onion-in center of largf
square of heavy duty alumi• num foil. Sprinkle with salt
pepper, basil and oregano; dot
with butter Bring foil up over
vegetables and seal with a
fold to make a tight package.
Cook over aan moderate fire,
shaking occasionally 30 to 40
minutes. Serves 4 to 6
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LEXING
fanciers w!
generation
tacks in th:
better prep
'The adult

the cheese Repeat remar
topping with egpiayr,
l
sauce, seasonings and che
Bake in 350 F. oven 25 Zr.: ,
utes, or until the eggpla:.:are tender Serves 6 to 8
SUMMERTIME
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whether he wants to go on
ROTC REVISION MADE
duty or take a three to
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Half active
training
officer
months
six
Training
the Reserve Officers
program and then go into the
Corps graduates in 1971 will be
or the guard. He will
commissioned for eight years in reserves
his
of
later
notified
be
guar
the reserves or national
rather than two years active assignment.
duty and four years in the

boy, get involved in a chase
. SMOG FORECASIS
and pretand- heiTiying eggs.
wilt seven
-Cowl came
TOKYO__(UP1).__Tokyo today
,ducks and worked yrith them began issuing smog forecast
for two months. Finally he warnings in an attempt to
found two of them who worked reduce air pollution by factories

ant to teach at tlic
tonne for a book called-*Bap- min emit).
!laying tackled \
brim. Viiiintration for Christian
Nbiiiilv
and !Ionian (-atholi,
Unity."
The book makes the point lies t wants to learn lit lint hand
that baptism -- with a small about the •Lieitent I trthimbix
b -- is something all Christian Church by staying on \II III lit
chun:hcs have in common and 'AthiK the mcniaslie cenler in
could therefore be the jumping- Greece.
off point for eventual reunification.
Ile said lie airraik Tlie•
- Moody planned to return to at a dozen nionasterie, in
Orford for a sabbatical last v ear Europe for varying period,. when a friend, J. Robert eison "arid that..., a wi rill a Texas
1,,.,..
of the Boston University School Baptist 14.11141 har.liv Is."
of Theoloa, reeornnien•Jeil him led to know about.-r
Moody "s parents now Ili. at
to the Gregorian. Nelson, a
. Tex as
rapev
Methodist, was the first Prote'se

not apthat many outsiders
By Barry James
preciate.
fheologian
ROME.(t,P1)
"Why there's as muck -dif1)ale MiN Ay think, Christian ference between Jesuitv rind
.unity stands a good chance when Ihiminicans, for example, as
a Texas Baptist, like himself. there is between Baptists and
can teach at the Roman Catholi4 Methodists," be said.
regorian
Church S Pontifical
"Once people start getting
rniverrity -- and enjoy it.
the idea that diversity is healthy
secMoody bet-sine only the
and concentrate on the many
ond Protestant to teach at the things they have in common,
university' -- the alma mater of rather than the few things they
many Popes and cardinals -- don't, we will- be - well on the
.when be condacted a Ph.D. way to Christian unity.
- course th'err last semester.
"Unity doesn't mean we all
"I felt myself among friends.
even among Christian brethren." have to think the same. Rather
he said. “There was, no strange- the Chinith should Is. OM' big
roof over all of us. NI- should
ness at all."
Moody, a professor at South- start by isolating 6ur differencin.,
ern Baptist Theological Center putting diem where we can see
at Limisville. Ky., said his teach- them and then concentrate 011
ing at the Gregorian taught hitn foci-coming them through iliaIt'pie and contacts.",
something ti m.
"I found out that .Catholic.
and Protestants can agree im
The beginnipg
about 4M) iler rent of Christian
..per
10
‘111( WI begat, an ecumenical
other
the
It's
61.10*.
jininim of, his own 111'1%1'
rent that div ides us."
other thing his Gregorian %Iwo 'lit' went to i iv ford I ni
"
.for
i.ar
eZperietter mailc clear. he said
was that -there is a, ferment us ‘11011'.111 t ,4,,,,,,Hum 4%. I It'
the Boman Catholic Church anil lawn 1111 a rats. Is near
I
•
.11.•
it kw reacherl the grape.
hili Own%
earlIcill J 11.14
lieu vii •liesone,s all.,I a 111%ersi(5

his mouth and brings him
you.
"The duck has complete
confidence in the dog and
uacks happily when he's
.
around the dog."
Several other stand-by ducks
share the pond with Waddle. In
the event thah Webfoot should
come down with a "told or
suffer a heart attack, the
others could replace him.
"We can't be too sure of the
otner;!°' Anderson said grinning.
Webfoot Waddle, however,
has his own charisma. Should
he lose it, the budding staz
might easily become duck soup

ctor is a duck.
He is, in fact a most ordinary
tippearing duck, lackluster of
ye, feather-headed and birdained. Still, Waddle plays the SHELTON ON HIPPIES
BENSON, La. (UPI)
tle role in "The Million Dollar
wizard Robert Shelton,
Imperial
Duck."
Gliding around the pond on recently released from federal
advised 300 Ku Klux
the Disney back lot, Waddle prison,
to "whale the living
Klansmen
in
deal
great
a
quacks
anticipation of the scenes which tar- out of any "hipnick
the
require it to lay 14-karat gold beatnicks" who lower
flog.
American
unsusual
most
is
This
eggs.
The Tuscaloosa, Ala., KKK
because Webfoot is a male.
served
What sets Webfoot Waddle leader, who recently
in - prison for
months
nine
Chinese
white
most
from
apart
Klan
ducks is a speckled beak which refusing to turn over
a
to
records
the makeup department may membership
congressional committee, critidisguise.
cized the national televisi%
Anderson Does the Talking
Producer Bill Anderson, a 27. networks for promoting insurvice president of production rection, sex perversion and the
operations, does most of the collapse of law and order.
loyal
the
are
you
"If
talking for Waddle by virtue of
his seniority and the fact that he American you profess to be,"
. Shelton said, "anytime you see
signed Waddle for the role.
"Before we had a -seript I one of those hipnisis beakiicks
decided we'd better find out if pulling the American flag down,
we could get a duck to play the I don't care who they're
around, whale the living tar out
role," Anderson said.
"We. first contacted Hank of them"
Shelton was the main attracCowl, the animal trainer and
handler, and asked him if he tion at a weekend "Klanvocacould get a duck who becomes tion" sponsored by the Louisiaa pal of a dog, a playmate for a na Klan.

4114

Long • cooking vegetables.
such as potatoes and whole
mions, should be started
ahead of the barbecued main
tab Fresh vegetables that
::ook quickly, such as young
peas, summer squash and zuc!hint, can be tucked around
:he outside of the grill while
the entree cooks in the center.
ASPARAGUS WITH
CREAMY LEmcas SAUCE
Trim off tough ends of 2
pounds asparagus: scrape off
hulls. Use a potato peeler and
peel off skin from lower stem
ends. Rinse; soak in cold water until sand-free.
Gather stalks together;
place on a long, 3-inch-wide
strip of heavy duty foil. Use
ends of foil to lower asparagus into boiling salted water.
Cook until tender, 10 to 12
minutes. Use ends of foil to
lift asparagus from water.
Drain on paper towels,

ao

ROLLYWOOD t UPI) —Walt
studios may have wale
far this time with a new
ar Webfoot Waddle.
As the monicker implies, the

Reynolds Metal Co photos

v•gstaasuesi aucat_ow•rity.

Baptist is a one-man
ecumenical movement

Disney May
Have Gone
Too Far

('OOK-OUT vegetables are easy to handle in foil packets.
The flavor's great, too, for they cook in their own juice.
2 tablespoons flour
14, cup fresh or fropn
lernon juice
1 cup boiling water
from assa=rus I
teaspobn
Dash of Tabasco
12 cup dairyStiour cream
1 tablespoon butter.
melted
Melt butter or margarine in
saucepan. Stir in flour and
cook 2 minutes. Add lemon
juice and water. Stir and cook
until smooth and thickened.
Simmer 5 minutes; add salt
and Tabasco.
Just before serving, add
cream and melted butter.
Serve over asparagus. Serves
6.
EGGPLANT PARmioiANA
6 or 8 small eggplants,
aboutm4 inches long
cup olive oil
3 18-ouncei cans tomato
sauce
I small onion, grated
1 small clove garlic,
crushed
Salt and pepper
1 cup grated Parmesan
cheese
Cut eggplants in hall
lengthwise Heat the olive oil
in a skillet and saute the egg-
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to go on
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go into the
ird. He will
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Monument
Reopened
To Davis

(UPI)—The
gapore has
ind sandals
spokesman

THE LEDGER

FRANKFORT, Ky.—Jefferson
Davis Monument, recently closed
because an electrical storm
1141- damaged the elevator, is now
'
reopened to visitors.
The elevator, newly installed
July 4, has been repaired and a
red carpet has been laid in the
entrance hall at the base of the
351-foot monument.
Located ten miles east of
Hopkinsville on U.S. 68 and
Kentucky 80, Jefferson Davis
Monument is the largest poured
concrete monument in the world
and the fourth highest.
The monument rests on a base
35 feet by 35 feet and weighs
1,5000,000 tons. Inside, there is a
life-sized bronze bas-relief panel
of Davis and colorful charts
tracing his life.
The monument stands on a 22acre tract which also features a
replica of the Davis home, picnic
sites, a playground and gift shop.
Plans to build the monument
began in 1907. The people of the
South wanted to honor and
perpetuate the memory of Jefferson Davis, president of the
Confederacy. Cost for constructing the monument was set.,
at $200,000. The money was
raised mostly by public subscription through the efforts of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy.
The monument was completed
and dedicated on June 7, 1924. At
that time, it was turned over to
the state as a state shrine.

sun burn
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NABISCO
Premium Saltine

CRACKERS
1 lb.
35'
PRIDE OF ILL.

jCREAM
CORN

Old Fashion LargeT

BOLOGNA
In The Piece

Sod Webwarm
Readies New
Attack On Lawn
LEXINGTON, KY.—Lawn
fanciers who endured the first
generation of sod webworm attacks in the Commonwealth had
better prepare to do battle again.
The adult moth activity of the
increased
has
webworm
recently, and this means the time
_to.apply control measures is fast
approaching.
Adult moth activity should
reach a peak during the last days
of this month, so control
measures will have to be applied
about August 10 to 22.
The adult moth itself does no
damage to Kentucky's lawns, but
after the moths mate, the larvae
eat grass blades, causing
irregular brown spots to appear
in lawns. The larvae live in silken
webs or nets close to the soil
surface and feed on grass blades
at night.
Steps to take in order to
minimize sod webworm damage
to lawns are:
1) When a decline in the
number of moths around house
lights is noticed, the home owner
should prepare to use his control
measures against the pest. The
moths are tan-colored and fly up
from the lawns in an erratic,
zigzag flight when disturbed.
21 After the decline in moths is
noticed, wait from 7 to 15 days
control
applying
before
measures. If spray is applied any
earlier, the first larva state, at
which the control measure is
aimed, will not have developed.
In order to successfully control
insects the time the chemical is
used must coincide with the
susceptible life stage.
3) Use Diazinon, Dylox or Sevin
for control. Check labels for
rates, application procedures and
safety precautions.
4) Apply sprays in late afternoon or early evening. Wait
until morning to water the insecticide in with a hose or water
sprinkler.
several
are
5) There
generations a year of the sod
webworm—three in Kentucky—
and moths can fly long distances
to infest your lawn. Repeat
noticing
treatments after
"flights" of the moths as
recommended above.
If you have any additional
questions about sod webworm
control measures, consult your
respective county agents.

&

lb.

39c

FIELD'S FULLY COOKED

12I

Oz.

2/39'

YELLOW
SOLID
MARGARINE
2 lbs 35'

CASW

LIMIT ORE COWAN, PER PURCHASE
ALM I /20114 Of I CIPIT GOV '7 REGULAT I 011S APPLY,

SWANSDOWN

CAKE

Yellow Sweet

ONIONS
Golden Ripe Cabana
BANANAS

3 boxes 79

Frosty Acres

BABY LIMAS
A CORN
r"
aT
Pool PIES
CHUCKWAGON STEAKS Breaded
MIXED VEGETABLES Fffist"cres
PIE SHELLS Ole South

2/49'
2/39'
5/$10°
160z 89'
2/39'
of 2 3/ 9t
pkg.
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Look The Play Cool Role
On A Hot Day
Sy JOAN O'SULLIVAN
CAST yourselt•in a cool role
for.- summer, then plot
ways to look the part. It's not
as difficult as you might
46, simple truth of the
,
Wok.1
matter is this: If you look
cool, you will feel cool. It's
psychological. and it works!
• First, prepare your complexion for a hot day by patting on ice cold skin freshener
(for dry or normal skin 1 or
To
astringent (for oily skin
keep you cool while you're
making up, saturate a cotton
compress with the freshener
or astringent and place it at
the nape of your neck.

is very
DEAR ABBY I am 19 and my fiance is 26. Ernie
college on
thru
all
went
he
fact
In
dumb.
not
is
he
but
quiet,
I'm the
scholarships and has the I. Q. of a genius. Ernie says
it's true
first girl he's ever been in love with and I'm sure
didn't mind
because I had to teach him how to kiss which I
fast
because he caught on real
I am a virgin and Ernie wants me to stay that way until
we get married in December so he made a regular chastity
in
belt out of leather and metal, like they used to wear back
it. He
the days of the Crusades He did a lot of research on
new
says it's not that he doesn't trust me, but with the
morality making sex so casual these days he doesn't want to
take any chances. Also he says there are a lot of hopped up
crazy fellows running around nowadays and he wants me to
be protected against rapists. There is only ono key to this
thing and he will carry it.
Abby, I don't date anyone but Ernie and have no desire
to. Also, 1 am not afraid of rapists. Should I wear this
contraption as a favor to Ernie? He says if I really love him,
EFtNIE'S GIRL
I will.
DEAR GIRL: Tell your "genies" that when HE fealties"
a chastity belt for HIMSELF and gives YOU the case key,
•- you will wear one. You didn't say whether Ernie expects you
to wear this harness after you're married, bat if I peg this
ding-a-ling right, if you agree to wear it at all. it will become
a part of your permanent attire.

• For a great complexion
look, try using a facial glazer,
a new kind of tint that creates
natural looking color that's
sheer and see-through. Amber
bronze is great for a peachy
tanned look but other shades,
including clear bronze, peach,
blush or pink. are available.
Use the glazer for allover coverage. for shadowing and contouring or for highlighting.
• Remember that your
shade of eye shadow can do a
great deal to keep you jookMg cool. Select one of the icy
pale pastels in brush-on or in
water-color shadow.

ICY PALE PASTEL shades.of water color eye shadow help
to create that cool look thabio great on a hot summer

• Wear light, vibrant
glossy shades of lipstick to
keep your lips looking moist
and flawless.
If skin is on the dry side
because of over - sunning be

Max Factor
COOL YOUR face before using makeup
by applying freshener with cotton square.
sure it gets its fair share of
day and night moisturizers to
give it that dewy look.
ca Select a cool coiffure,
possibly a breezy short cut. If
hair is long, wear it pulled
back away from the face and
preferably pulled up off the
neck, too. In this category
consider a high-rising ponytail
or a version of the upswept
Belle Epoque hairdo.
• On a hot day, dress fa-

WHISK ON sun - kissed natural - looking
color with glazer stick that tints the skin,

• For a refreshing lift durbrics should be as lightweight
as possible. Avoid tight-fitting ing a sizzling day, apply conecklines. Open necklines that logne. Store it in the refrigerallow any stray breezes to ator and it will be a real coolcool the throat are more com- er when you use it. Splash it
fortable. So are sleeveless on after your bath. During
dresses or those with very the day, spray a mist of fmyour neck,
brief sleeves.
irance around
• Keep jewelry to a mini- 'down your arras, aver-through
is a
mum, and stick with airy de- your stockings. Cologne
,cky collars wonder-worker, providing insigns. Great .
and multi-diaihr look hot! stant relief when you're beat
by heat.
hot' hot!
•

•

LONDONERS BATTLE
million and $I billion in say the hurricane ,left his BRITISH TRE'MOR
HELP FOR CELIA'S TOLL
damage Corpus Christi Mayor family short of groceries.
LONDON (UPI) —An' earth
CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex. Jack Blackmon
estimated da- Corpus _Christi remains under .trerrior j_lre4 nerieLh.ef rye-them .
police
(um)
(UPI.) —Civil defense, authori• DEAR ABBY:. "in 2r,O5e Chg,rmmiO wernan I know
to.-6-a.m. curfew.
at Ma ttle-liait
England Sunday but the_ Nation- battled tra&-tower demonstraties sent out an urgent c01 'nage
always arrives 45 minutes to an hour late for dinner. She
alone.
•
al Meteorological Office said no tors Sunday in the West London
Friday for skilled workers to
. always sails in radiant and well pleased with herself in spite
damage was reported:—
time
much
i-Teiiirtook
'districts Of Notting Hill and
that
storni-strucl
meal
a
the
Ec
ruined
curie
-7011-1CC TRANSFER
of the fact that she has
The U.S. Department of
'Paddington. Nine policemen
Coast and help with rebuilding. Agriculture office in Dallas said WASHINGTON (UPI) —Senand money to prepare. She claims she is not "geared" to look
Shinglers, roofers, brick ma- it 'was shipping food to eight ite Democratic Leader Mike speech Friday the ICC should were injured and 30 persons
at a clock, but on those occasions when it is important to
electricians, glazers, car- distribution points in a four- Mansfield says the Interstate be abolished and its duties arrested.
sons,
it.
HER to be on time, she can do
40,0013 :2ommerce Commission (ICC) tronsferred to the Transports- The demonstrators contended
I claim she is chronically late because it makes her feel
By RICHARD M. HARNETT penters, plasterers, dry wailers. county area where
.
are
floormen
.s ignoring the consumer, tioHnes
and
rockers
-sheet
/rand
a
make
to
and
waiting,
everyone
"
keep
to
(UPI
"important
persons need food.
BERKELEY, Calif.
to
of the Agency's police had previously dtscrUninrailroads
said
Departmentsome
allowing the
A VALLEYITE
entrance. What do you think?
The "crash pads" are being especially needed.
putting
be abandoned, ated against residents of the
and
h,
could
passengers
Yarboroug
functions
seglect
W.
padlocked and hundreds of Sen. Ralph
all
said
D.
Willsey
Russell,
friend
late
chronically
your
If
:
with and he called for revision of its two districts. Both areas are
DEAR VALLEYITE
wandering youths from all over D-Tex., toured the disaster area the head of a family must do to farmers out of business
by blacks
increases.
rate
Celia
actually '.eeps everyone waiting, and causes them to partake
freight
hurricane
'antiquated'' rate-making heavily populated
blanket
estimated
and
up
the country are being picked
from the West Indies.
qualify for food is show up and Mansfield said in a senate procedures.
$500
of "mired" meals, then she MUST be "important." A
between
done
have
may
and shipped home from Berkehabitual late Arriver could be taught a lesson if her "grand
ley.
entrance" is Ignored, and all the guests are busily engrossed
Police are trying desperately
In their desserts.
to end the summertime influx
of teen-agers who have hitchDEAR ABBY: 1 %gave a boy blond I like n tat, but be
hiked across the continent arid
something that really bugs me. When we have a date,
even across the ocean to be
after he brings me home [about midnight) he goes out and
"where it's at."
stops at different hangouts around town to have a beer with
In the past 20 days police
some of the kids. He doesn't sneak about it, he tells me
have arrested 327 youngsters
afterwards where he went and whom he talked to.
under 18—for no special crime
other than being unsupervised
Sometimes he stays out until two or three in the morning.
juveniles. This week, night
I think it's dirty of a guy to take a date home and then go
the
patrols began raiding
out by himself, even tho our date is over Please tell me what
illegal
vacant stores and
you think, Abby? If I'm wrong, I'll get off his back about it.
BUGGED
apartments where the wandering youth unroll their sleeping
DEAR BUG: As long as year boy friend doesn't rash you
bags.
home in order to make the rounds of the hangouts without
' .very youngster packing a
you. yoa have so reason to complain. And if you like being
bedroll is stopped," said Sgt. C.
his "girl friend." my advice to you is to get off his back or he
D. Glenn who is supervising the
may get the idea that you are too possessive and a bit bossy.
roundup. "If they are under 18
we put them on a plane and
CONFIDENTIAL TO GORDY: Don't marry for money.
ship them home. If they are 18
You can borrow it much cheaper.
or over we show them the city
limits."
What's your problem' You'll feel better if you get it off
Tolerant Attitude Broken
your chest Write to ABBY. Box 0700, Los Angeles, Cal.
A tolerant attitude toward the
WM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
long-haired young tourists was
envelope.
broken by skyrocketing reports
pf rapes and theft involving
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet.
juveniles.
to
SI
send
'lbw to Write Letters for Al] Occasions,"
On July 8 a 13-year-old
Abby, Box SOM, Los Angeles, Cal. MM.
-unaway girl arrived in Berkeley. In a routine check that
light police found her "stoned"
being
and
methadrine
tn
'passed around" by a half
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle lozen men in their 20's.
9 the big roundup
„
7 Fruit
ACROSS
01300 DODO 000 On July
3egan.
cakes
000
MOM
OB70
8-Comported
I In muse, high
Of those picked up solar, 192
RV ITIRM11 120a1
4 Time gone by
9 Smss canton
UP MN(10 000121 are from outside of California,
10 Trangress
8 Shrub
MOW MODM MOM including 34 from New York, 16
11 Ugly, old
12 Sign of
woman
zodiac
MORN PM00 00
17•Symbol for
13 Things done
0MOOMM MOIMMO from Miehigan, 11 from Penncerium
14 Silkworm
MOON M0030 sylvania and 10 from Connecti014
19 Prepositron
15 Animal's foot
MOO 15000 OMB cut. One was from Marseilles,
22 Dine
16 Hunting for 24 Prefix- riot
MOM E10017 NB
18 Part of
and several from
25 Slave
fireplace (Ol
0015 MAO 00 France,
26-Cry
20 Virginia willow
Canada.
VI=
MGM
MOO
Singing
27
21 Neg,atwe
Although the Berkeley police
MOU MOOM 00110
voice
22 Bitter vetch
28 Preposition
23-Outlook
have a file two inches thick of
38 Joined with
44 S shaped
29 Jump
27 Large
missing youngsters reported to
glue
30 Large tub
molding
29 Possesses
32 Companion
45 Weary
30 Rhyme
40 Pertaining to
be in Berkeley, few of those
33 Baby's
46 Observed
31 Indefinite
gold
picked up have been reported
47 Resort
napkin
article
4 I -Synitficli for
48 Container
runaways.
32 Temporary bed 36 Art ifscsal
as
ruthenium
49 Hasten
language
33 Evil
Most Answer "YeS and No"
43 Combining form 50 Openwork
34 Compass point 37-Pertaining to
the Alps
la km lc
rag
35 Sharpen
When the parents are called
37 Riser
and asked if the boy or girl has
'stand
I
7 3
i---4 5 6 7
i 9 10 ti
. 38 Vigor (collop )
,.,.
permission, the usual answer is
••
39 Shortly
14
4. 1
./ •73
.
:
;
12
"yes and no," according to
40-Priest's
d.
vestment
Glenn.
?i6
17
15
41 Sun god
—The parents usually say, `He
.
..4:
course
42 Dinner
• % asked us if he could go. We
/..,
19
7720
44 Expels
18
1C
w
%%
Training
47
didn't want him to. But we
.. i •i
........-,-73 4 25 6
51 Cravat
21
P •s2.
. I'e
52 Catiple
knew he would go anyway,"
30
53 Arrow
• 79
77 1
said Glenn.
poison
54 Before
Most of the juveniles being
34
'if t ' 7;
551Dihseed
4*
..•
up are from middle and
picked
56 Order of `
.
r35
16
upper income families. Some
lair
57
/4t
.ed.V 40
:::.:Itf::S are only 10 or 12 years old.
39
ci••
Only two were non-white.
413 46
. • 44
'42 4
A state law which requires
1 Mounlaini-Cd
...51
Eiii0814
that children under 18 be under
47 41I 49
..
,
2 Jump
addlt supervision at all times is
3 Haid.nr
57
".". being used to clear the youm
4 Fie, MAC
.C*
..
.•
.
-,;,„,„
, •
Hie card
drifters off the streets. SOM4
55
00
6 FI.4'1 of
are. picked up within an houi
steps
after they hit town.
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SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEW-

Rib Steak
Short Ribs
lb $109
49'
of Beef

Swifts
Premium

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

tor
illg

kin.
ft durly cofriger1 coollash it
During
of franeck,
rough
is a

ARMOUR CANNED

Chicken
Breasts

Bacon
L.

Ilk-

GRADE A

PURNELL PRIDE USDA

FLAVORITE

Legs &
Thighs

beat

*

FROZEN FOODS

*

*

*

PRODUCE

BERTINE

STRAWBERRIES
BANOUET

contended
•!sermonts of the.
reas are
y blacks

CANTALOPES TENNESSEE
LARGE CELERY
HOMEGROWN TOMATOES
YELLOW ONIONS

ALL FLAVORS

CREAM PIES
FISH EiTICKS
Ore-Ida

TATER - TOTS
NABISCO

MAXWELL HOUSE

ANIL!.
WAFERS COFFEE

-

KRAFT
APPLE OR GRAPE-

DEL MONTE

JELLY

FRUIT COCKTAIL

12oz

303 can

2/69;
DEL MONTE

DEL MONTE
SLICED

Pineapple

Pineapple

JUICE
46 oz
39;

No 1 can

FREEZE DRIED

TASTERS CHOICE
COFFEE

8$071.69

Clip Soupon
At Botton Of Ad

SALAD BOWL

DEL MONTE

CATSUP

25'

50'
Tasters
Choice

BAKED
BEANS

CHUNK
TUNA
531

FREEZE DRIED

LIMIT 3

3/1°° TASTERS CHOICE

6 PACK

COFFEE

Grape, Orange,•Witd Berry, Citrus Coller

CLIP Coupon
At Bottom Of Ad

46 oz. can

COOKIES

DOG
FOOD

DISWASHING
LIQUID

JERG ENS

JOY

with this coupon when
you buy thealB can of

MAXWELL HOUSCCOFFEE

gt

461

BATH SIZE

,slt°

/4/ with

HOI
Coupon

JOHNSONS COUPON

JOHNSONS COUPON
FREEZE-DRIED COFFEE

ontm

SAVE 40'

THIS COUPON

Pitt141
VRTMOUY
C000008

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 10 FDZ JAR OF
INS TANK

WITH THIS
COUPON
WITH
COUPON

411000
ntitY
AT

orris vow!. 8/8/70
10)1 t:Ju KAN Pul

9

4 oz.9

JOHNSONS GROCERY

King Size
CHEER
ONLY

79q

3 lb
303 can

BOW WOW

SAVE 30'

CRISCO

303 can

FLAVOR KIST

REEZE DRIED (.01,

PUREX

27 oz.

JUNE

CHARCOAL
STARTER

JOHNSON'S
GROCERY

581

LIMA

JOHNSONS COUPON

Offer Expires
No. 19640
8-29-7
ALSO GOOD FOR 4 OZ. JAR
Clip Coupon

SPRAY
STARCH
22 oz.

PEPSI
CHARCOAL 10 lb 69` COLAS

k

F

MORTON HOUSE

GREEN
BEANS

3/$1"

on 8 oz. size

FAULTLESS

DEL MONTE

20 oz

LIMIT 1
PER
FAMILY

3 lb. 25c

DEL MONTE

3/291
SAVE

2 lb.29

DEL MONTE

300 can

Johnson, Coupon

154

DEL MONTE CUT

SALAD DRESSING

SCV

SA

MAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE
AT

4 oz. jar

AT

JOHNSONS

JOHNSONS

.--ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES4—,9/ 18/70

V—

Milxweli
Noun

ClIANPON
100Z. JAR ONLY $ 1 31'
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES ° 9/25/70
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Southeast
Asia

By Charles M. Whitaker,
District Manager
Monthly payments made under
Social Security are meant to be a
base for your retirement income
THAILAND
The idea behind Social Security is
simple; during their working
REPORT ENEMY
years workers, their employer:
SITE
TRAINING
and folks who are se12-&)*044...,
WAIL SIT.C544',
WITH 1 COO
X OMPONO THOM
contribute to Social Security
REDS IN AREA
PRISONER SAYS
When earnings stop, cash
REGIMENT SENT
KOPETUM
DIRECTLY FROM
benefits are paid to replace in
•
NORTH VIETNAM
part the income your family has
lost.
ANGKOR
At first, Social Security only
WAT
SOUTH
protected the worker against loss
•SHIM REAP
VIETNAM
•-•
of income because of retirement.
In 1939, survivors insurance was
PHNOM PENH
added and the worbart family
1 \N
SAYS BODIES ,
OF CHINESE
became protected in the case of
55
FOUND AFTER
au.
his death. Later, payments were
TWO BATTLES NVs.
PIANO
PHNOM
added in case the worker became
disabled, both for him and for his
family. In 1966, the Medicare
\\:\
program came into being. It's
MAK LUOISG
designed to help older people pay
for their medical costs.
MY T140
•
Even though Social Security is
CA
many insurance policies wrapped
•THO
into one, the basic principal
CAMBODIA CLAIMS
5
44
TaL0
KIRIROM PLATEAU
remains the same. It is a system
WITHDRAWAL
FIGHTING YIELDS
set up to partially replace loss of
OF 350 MORE
BODIES OF 1,500
U S LEAVES
income due to retirement,
COMMUNIST FOE
°VAN
406,350 IN
disability or death.
LONG
SOUTH VIET,
To this additional income you
SAYS SAIGON
should add for instance) your
insurance, property, income
from a company retirement or
income fsom your investments.
The time to start planning for
A FAMILY AFFAIR
your furture is now. If you need
BELINSKY REMOVED
DONC-ASWER, England (UPI)
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.(UPI) —Lois Smith, 20, and Roy information about your Social
Security future, contact your
25, wfll complete the office at 112 S. 10th St. Paducah,
— Fun-loving Bo Belinsky, Berner,
families when Ky. The phone number is 443pitched a no-hitter for the Los joining of their
Lois' two 7321.
Saturday.
marry
they
has
1962,
Angeles Angels in
to,,
_married
are
sisters
older
ken re=ved- from the roster
elder brothers.
of the Indianapolis Indians of Roy's
MAKES DEBUT
* ••
the American Association.
YONKERS, N.Y'-(UPY)—
-Betinsky, 33, has been comin- Herm Fitton, the nationlr-tam-------- Texas
in
Burglaries
plaining of back trouble and
racing driver, will
77.2 per cent in the harness
had not pitched since July 31. creased
Yonkers Raceway
his
make
past decade.
He has a 7-6 record with
debut Friday night when he is
**
Indianapolis, a minor league
given the reins to Marlu Pride,
affiliate of the Cincinnati Reds,
The muskrat often build the 4-5 favorite in the 8106,770
with an earned-run average of bank burrows with underwater Yonkers Futurity Trot, the first
leg of the Triple Crown.
entrances.
ROUNDUP

SAVED BY BIRTHDAY—Susan Rabe (left), 17, wanted
to celebrate her birthday with her Peruvian "sister,"
Marina Gusman (right), who turned 17 the day before
so she did not board the plane at Lima, Peru, winch
crasheiLasser,Suzco, killing 44.917rtifeIrs-s.aat high school
exchange students and 50 others aboard. The boy in the
photo is Marina's brother.
(Radiophoto) •

Infant ponders
grandpa's antics

By JOHN A. CALLCOTT on the sizes the ordinary retailer can be expected to stock
GENEVA (UPI) -- Intents- and, as foot lengths vary con.GOULD
By SANDI
al shoe sizing is a mess. siderably, "customers with feet
- Inc British system for. ex- of unusual size must expert -to
The
(3)I.UtIBUS (UPI)
Ladies Liberation Alinement ample. is evolved [roar •-rr7iis -goritairiffkItilist shop, the
has come to sfiemping centers. century barlesconi measures. No says.
Clarence Oliver, promo- The intenal 'between sizes'
One of the things the Is(
tional director at one of the one-third of an inch, or 80 sant, to present above all is
city's largest shopping centers. millimeters. Children's shoes for shoes sized on the Alondosays the shopping senter go up to size 13 1/2 and then point system to be sold alongshould be more than a selling there is an arbitrary reversion
mart. A ith cooperation of mei to size one for adults.
The con
American sizes for women's kith- existing shoes. •
chants at the center's 53 stores,
then would be great infusion
1/2
shoes
4
are
sizes
generally
he has devised Ladies Day,
aptly dubbed the Ladies Li- in advance of the British. So deed
. d another coMplication
Ari
a woman wearing a British
beration Movement._
in the fact, noted by the
lies
"I'm really excited about site five shoe finds a shoe IS4 I. that "a person's heft foot
ladies' "promotion,- imported from the United
this
is frequently smaller or larger
Oliver said. "A e just started States and fitting her would lie than his right foot.1/2.
6
size
them this year and with the
Curiously, for men's shoes
success we've had, we plan to
The Alondopriint systein
continue them on a monthly the American size is only one- shich, it is hoped, will save the
half a size ahead of the British
basis."
situation, is based on marking
Merchants combine prizes, mneasu re.
sith two numbers. The first
the
take
is
this
If
diuddling,
gifts, free movies and demonnumber is the size, indicated
meaParis
shoe.
The
French
strations to attract more than
foot meaIty die lengtleof the
1,000 ladies to the huge shop- suring system, which is used
sured in millimeters. The secis
European
countries,
most
by
day.
the
for
complex
ping
ond is the width index,expresactivities are planned based on a size interval of
as a percentage of the
sed
centimeter.
a
two-thirds
of
for a period of several hours
- Thus the numbers
length.
OrganizaInternational
which allows the housewife to
mean a foot length of
240/95
attend after she has seen her tion for Standardize* (ISO),
and a girth of
millinirten
heshand and children off in the based in Geneva, intends to 210 millimeters, because
228
this
Ai
allow
domethin,
do
to
at
morning, but yet can be
o nas urclueu to set up a per cent of 2-81 is 228.
home to prepare the evening
_
new technical committee of
meal.
All you have to do is learn
• Early *--arrivers are greeted international experts. Twenty
svatem.
with free flowers, usually a countries have so far agreed to NMI' size under this
Iltosever. no system in the
carnation, official state flower. participate. IRO Technical
is
Oliver said the first place ladies -CtiiiirniUce number 137 will world can ever solve what
shoemaking
seek is to the huge theater work out of the French Stan- knosii in the
be- trade as the "Sinith-Evans
where a current popular movie dards Organization, which
ISO,
the
limp
to
is shown, free of charge.
The new committee will
This is the anomaly where"We look for a light comedy
on work ittiti8-i115 to now k "Mrs. Smnith" takes a larger
ofmorale booster type movie,' carry
:of Europ- sizr •-thatf "Mrs.:Evans" in one
Oliver said. "filOt One-Whieli --br:iar-sntoret- grub
CM footwear TIC? '.ntatives. stylc of ...shoe, but a smaller
passniew.--troubles,
exploits a
has developed a prop- size in another style.
The, .ww_tai has enough -which
mat for an- international .
e p at at'
---p-Mtatte
troubles of herliwn."
t otinngt.,,system called "Alondo- ion.- according to the ISO, "is
tie said some merchants s!z
that the-shoes are made on difstage a special sale, or have
its based not on- ferent lasts and that Mrs.
s•ysteiri
This
eye-catchon
tags
special sale
ly„fion foot length but also wid- smith's feet are larger in some
ing items for that day only,
th which. in expert language, is respects and smaller in others
while others give out gift cer"the girth measured at the base than those of 'Mrs. Evans::
ti atew
Got it?
Oliver believes the woman . of the toes."
is, however, a limit.
There
somehave
should
house
the
of
thing "to look forward ta rather than the drudgeries of
housework."

and sounds oh a new grandBy OTTO E. STURM
father trying to amuse .the
NEW YORK (UPI)-You're party who made him that way.
playing with the balls and
The grimaces, the inane reyou're proud as punch because
any thing you say or do gets a marks, the chucks under the
chin, the squeezing of soundbig laugh.
It's the kind of audience re- making rubber toys, the whole
setion that comedians yearn ridiculous gambit should make
for and that makes a first-time the payoff a cinch.
When the baby briefly intergrandfaCoerpositively flip. Benny, Hop-. and Skelton, eat your rupted these antics, I began
wondering what went on in the
hearts alt.
What makes it even better. little head while I was under
watching. that quizzical scrutiny.
parents are
the
optimisticalls, I read her
Never mind the bale, books.
Uses. 'yaw tiswas sa yisys aieon thots as isansett Mae: 'lie's funny .
allowing off. This is the way to
. "I'M having a ball.entertain an infant.
Then skepticism crept in.
Then, suddenly, a fly appears in the ointment. The Perhaps she was thinking:
not that silly
baby turns curiously -quiet and * "I hope
the bright blue eyes hold you when I'm his age."
"If he says 'kitclo-kitchsin a steads gaze. There is a
pensive look on the little face. koo' once more I'll yell for a
A moment later the laughs bottle."
"Maybe the generation gap . COLUMIR S (l'I'l) - Income again but the brief interstant glamour can be achieved
to be wider."
ought
wonder:
you
lude makes
when women wear eyelashes,
she
generously,
more
Or,
a
whether
How do you know
according to ,an ey (-hash dethinking:
was
baby you think you're turnink
"This is getting to he quite a signer.
on is laughing with you or at
"Eyelashes improse a wobore, but I'll go along with the
you?
,.appearance. are easy to
gag. After all, the old codger man's
The momentous question
apply. awl make the woman
rile.
see
to
way
long
a
came
to
sidt
second
came up on my
look as though she's hail an
I'm still wondering.
upstate Williamsville to see the
extra ten hours to sleep,- said
girl who, made nie what I am
Rita Freeman. an eyelash dehen we
today -a grandpa.
signer for Wunderlaisli of
first met, Catherine \lary was
wood. Calif.
three weeks old. Aside from
Miss Freeman, who travels
of
direction
following the
to department stores and
voices and other sounds with
the
Miners, specialty shops around
Patrick
unseeing eyes.. she seemed in- Patrolman
country helping women with
check,
routine
a
terested only in sloshing down making
their cosmetology problems.
a bottle of formula and topping telephoned Ft. Lewis and asked said eyelashes should be part
it off with contented sleep. whether Keith Spicer was on
of the W011444,CA daily makeup
Now she's been around for "liberty."
kit.
replied
about four months and I found The
post
Army
"We wouldn't be caught
that it was a Whole new ball -negative" and Spicer, 18, was wearing lipstick one -day and
gaane. Cathy had become a jailed for an AWOL investiga- and not the next.It was evident in tion although he carried a valid
Eyelashes first appeared aperson.
mong show people but they'
: many ways but mostly in a pass.
The Portland Journal, check- gave the woman the -stage
laugh at the
disposition to
drop of a hat-or of a grand ing out the story Monday look."
"Women didn't want to
• father's dignity'. Which was all morning, discovered the lanI needed to know to put on in guage gap and the soldier was lexik like the elionis girl with
corny demonstration.
the lashes that looked extremefreed.
you eser want to go into Miners now knows that to the by artificial, A41, the lashes wen
the blackmail business, just set Army one says "pass," not developed into the soft natural
look of today," Miss Freeman
up a hidden camera anti a mi- "liberty."
said. crophone to catch thessigh ts
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A boy has a lot on his mind
the first days of school.
But getting there safely
isn't one of them.

NERVE-WRACKING —The curious gather on -a platform at the railroad station in
Pennington Gap. Va . to watch a munitions train carrying 113 obsolete nerve ON
wateryagi aye
i_ockets 'visible,* the freight cars behind the cu J'
16.000 feet (lit -I, 282 mile. 'ii Math Coinhti,

He's think-n9 about,his new teacher And the old gang
And arithmetic -ughl He's likely not giving a thought in
the world to a car coming around the corner. And he
might run into the street in the blink of an eye.
That leaves it up to you, the grown-up in the driver's
seat, to think about him and be careful It means making
these youngsters the most important thing on your mind
when driving
Eltrt, ynfortunately, every year about this time, too'

many children are killed or injured by motorists who forget to remember
Your new car dealer is concerned about the safety of
the children in your community And he asks
your help in getting all the boys and girls to
sumo!
school safely And home again Please
NADA

National Automobile (lealers Association
11,1)PilatiCr

A • :4 AI 11 rhIS

rar and trucl.

ried;w •

One in a sane, presented by NADA. this
newspaper and the new car dealers of our community
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Ippan Offers All-New
Electronic Built-in Oven .1

Ta.ppan , originators and Tappan has completed the easy-1
leadiing producers of space-age to-clean package with a selfelectronic cooking appliances for clean oven. Simple to operate, the
household use, has added a new oven has a special cycle that
built-in oven to its electronic baked togali t'mrwtolgral sni.V.i.
appliance line.
The attractive, easy-to-read
Bklied as the most convenient, control panel contains the
easy.4o-clean built-in available electronic timing devices,
toda y,the neWdnuble oven model browning element switch, selfoffe -s two complete cooking cleaning cycle settings, ther.
cornpartments. The high speed mostat and selector switch, and
elecIronic process is in the upper automatic clock. Both ovens are
v e 1, while a conventional truly banquet sized, capable of
.
elecitric, self-cleaning oven is handling
large family needs.
feat ured in the lower com- And, Tappan's exclusive "Vari..
.
partment. The additiOn increases Broil" simplifies
broiled food
the Tappan space-age line to four preparation.
•
•
modiels, claimed to be the most The new tappan built-in fits
cornplete in the industry.
T
u
vrna
o
kir
ets,
en
s
'
pn
a
l
27'
i
c
hu
hrd
standa
th
01 erating on 240-volts, the
up er electronic oven features terchangeability feature a
the same tpeed and convenience
i., reality . It measures 50-5-16" X
ton associated with
with this "' it" X 22-15-16". The upper
c re asingly popula& cooking electronic oven door is a "swingme hod. High frequency elec type," while the lower removable
Ironic energy, not heat, cooks door is „drop_type.„
Is in minutes. It cooks faster, The new Tappan built-in
cleains up easier, and retains electronic is available in four
mot-e natural vitamins and food stylish finishes- white, avocado,
flayor. SpIls, spatters, or bake harvest gold, and coppertone.
ove rs wipe away effortlessly with For more information, write
Tappan, 250 Wayne Street
a imp cloth.
i the lower compartment, Mansfield, Ohio 44902.
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armites Will Eat Almost
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TIMES

WEDNESDAY-AUGUST 12, 1970

MURRAY, ILICNTUCKY
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—
Open 7 Days A Week
Until Midnight for your shopping convenience.
DOUBLE STAMPS all day Tues. & Wed.
#
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.
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tr Dolt in the United States
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the , subterranean variety that experiments at a San Francisco
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Chicken Of The Sea
live! in colonies underground and nightclub, an entomologist found
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ie I on whatever they can find that the lively strains of a blues
Chunk
into
pkg.
co taining cellulose. They are band spurred termites
can
pa ticularly fond of the domiciles creased activity. But rock ane
of man. esPeciallY those with roll tunes, he added,caused thence itral'heating and warm to work even harder and literally
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3-lb. Can
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CRISCO
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Liquid Detergent (Save 50')
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,
•
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Washington
Window

Wall Street
Chatter

Aeronautics
Department
Gets Rating

NEW York Itipi)-In the past,
By ROY MeGHEE
stock market has been a
the
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Is it
decisive trend-making force for
Warren
Jim
By
U.S.
for
a
acceptable
more
any
the American economy and a
senator or representative to
of the economy in
fore-runner
liry.-Four
FRANKFORT,
profit from the prestige of his
times of decisive changes in
office than it is for him to sell pilots of the Department of
money conditions, says the
or trade his vote or his Aeronautics have been awarded
Service.
Today,
Janeway
Rating
import
the An-tine 'Pi
inikence7
however, the market and the
That is the essential question (ATRI by the Federal Aviation
economy seem to be going
raised by a UPI investigation Administration 1FAA), Robert
separate
ways. "Main Street,
commissioner
of
Moore,
that revealed more than a W.
with an effective assist from
score of influential members of Aeronautics, says.
The ATR, which qualifies pilots inflation, is re-liquefying Wall
Congress were accepting luxury
Street, at least as fast as
automobiles from major manu- to fly for commercial airlines, is
America's money troubles are
facturers at specially low lease the highest rating a pilot may
de-liquefying Wall Street." The
attain.
rates.
The four flyers are Donald K. "trader's dream" could prove
Several Democratic committo be an "investor's nighttee chairmen and ranking Aubrey, David W. Holder and
firm warns.
Republican members are driv- Frank E. Stanfield, all of Frank- mare," the
of
fort,
and
Thomas
D.
Gabbard,
and
ing Lincoln Continentals
Now's the time
Chrysler Imperials, furnished Mt. Sterling.
the time to reassess
of
Now's
Pilots
must
have
a
nunimum
lease
at
manufacturers,
the
by
1500 hours flying time and take portfolios for tax-loss selling, in
costs of $750 to $900 a year.
view of the change in tax rules,
It would cost the ordinary extensive flight and classroom
says Walston & Co. In the past,
driver four or five times that training to qualify for the ATR. A
whether a net loss in capital
much to rent or lease a similar written exam and flight check
then are required before the transactions was long-term or
car.
short-term made no difference
rating is conferred.
Prestige Value
for tax purposes. Now short
"There
was
considerable
and
Co.
Motor
Ford
Both
be
Chrysler Leasing Corp. said personal expense incurred by term losses up to $1,000 may
only 50 per
they gave the cut rate lease these men for this upgrading of deducted in full, but
may be
prices to the lawmakers for the their flight proficiency," Moore cent of long-term losses
prestige value of having them said. "We feel they are a credit deducted.
to their profession and that the
drive their automobiles.
Perhaps so. From the view- Aeronautics Department is For the next six weeks, and
point of the manufacturer, it fortunate to have pilots of such possibly for the next several
months, stock prices overall
may well be that the man in calibre on its staff."
will fluctuate within a range no
The
four
are
on
Call
24
hours
a
his
notice
if..
would
street
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.a13#4-than about Dow 770 and
y,
flying
government
eifir-isIfi
drove
representative
senator or
no lower than about Dow 700,
Lincoln nd industrial prospects.
a
in
into town
Continental or a Chrysler Although most flights are says Abraham & Co. An
Imperial. And it might follow estricted to Kentucky,they often Uttebrinediate decline will probathat he would conclude that if y to distant parts of the country. bly not signal a resumption of
the honorable member of ! All are veteran flyers .ancl the major downtrend, but there
:7ongress drives such-and-such a abbard has been a pilot for the is now reasonable basis for
assuming that a major uptrend
limousine that he himself might ate since 1957.
begin.
....._-,...
.___.
_ . . to
buy a lesser model. for himself In addition to his flying duties, is about
older serves as administrator of
from the same manufacturer.
The tendency In' recent
Almost to a man, the e Airport Zoning Commission.
sessions for trading veldt* to
the
accepting
congressmen
expand on rising prices and
largesse of the automakers also
contract on price declines
accepted_ the automakers' ra- Short-weight gyps
investors' greater
tionale for extending the deal.
FRANKFORT. K.(UPI)- indicates
propensity to buy than to sell,
"If they think it lends
prestige to their product and Die state Department of Agri- observes Goodbody & Co. This
. ulture reports its inspectors in could be a significant clue as to
they think it's a good deal for „„e
„Lomb 1..nd 40 per cent the market's direction in the
them, then it's a good deal for
1.1 27c70to retail packaged items months ahead.
me," said Sen. Russell B. Long
Led in Kentucky stores and
D-I a in i typical comment.
supermarkets
were
shortHurricanes are virtually nonTax Legislation
weighted. 1 ra L,I,iss n was existent in the-South Atlantic
passing
It may be noted in
ordered.
Ocean,
that Long is chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee,
which handles corporation
ax4e..tarintt2 and export-import
iegislation-all vital to the
motor industry.
But back to the prestige
question.
Whatever prestige attaches to
ST
4
the senator or representative, it
would appear that in most
cases it attaches because of the
office he holds. No matter what
his attainments prior to electitle
rates
the
tion, he
"honorable" only after election.
Such prestige, then, is bestowed
by the voters. But it's a badge of
office, not of the man holding
the office at a particular time.
Should he then use that
prestige for personal gain?
Sen. Norris Cotton, R-N.H., is
ranking member on the Commerce Committee, which writes
legislation governing safety,
pollution and other matters
PICKETS ACTING UP-Three members of the American
affecting the auto industry. He
Guild of Variety Artists go into their act on the picket
leases a Continental for $750 a
line outside Disneyland in Anaheim, Calif., during a
year. Says Cotton: "It's ridicustrike over wages. They are (from left) John Boswell,
lous to think the influence of a
John Bigelow and Terry Davis.
U.S. senator could be bought
for the price of a car lease."
But if the lawmakers are
scrupulous about not selling
their influence, at least some
apparently are somewhat less
Chassid 4
Mammal 5
Choose, s
scrupulous about trading away
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the prestige of their office.
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market's base-building process
probably has further to go, says
Standard & Poor's Corp, The
long bear market and the
threatened liquidity crisis earlier this year left deep wounds
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lissotos Apple Sauce

2/43' /
1
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Shell-Out Beans
Manwich Sauce

,

,
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the U.S.
WHO'S AFRAID OF NERVE GAS?—All the hullabaloo about the danger of
being tiansported through' populated areas didn't keep this sizmy's m
thertrie to watrtf it being trawled through Orernvo. Oa,
d from
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49;

39;
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........
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.25' 0

TRAIN CRASH IN ALPS
CHIUSA. Italy (Upu _Th
Munich-Rome express train
jumped the tracks in the
Brenner Pass between ltaly
and Austria Monday, killing o
person and injuring 34 utherie
An electric locomotive split
two and several passenger ca :s
derailed, one falling down n
embankment. Trainmen Mar d
a rock on the tra Is for t
,e
accident_
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